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Research occupies a special place within
Météo-France, as it supports all of the
establishment’s activities. It is the source
of the progress that is then implemented
in terms of observation and numerical
weather and climate forecasting. It enables
the Establishment to constantly improve
the quality of its operational products
and to open up new areas of work to meet
the expectations of society and public
authorities.
A major element for any international
Meteorological Service is the arrival at the
end of 2020 of two new supercomputers
which, since the very beginning of 2021,
have offered an increase in power of a factor
of 5.5. The forecasting suits have been
installed there. The first major upgrade
is under construction and will be tested
from mid-2021. It should be validated
-normally- at the beginning of 2022 and
should bring significant progress in terms
of global forecasts as well as forecasts for
metropolitan France and the French overseas
territories. It should be noted that these two
new machines based on CPU processors are
also equipped with a few GPU processors,
which will enable new approaches to be
tested for the adaptation of numerical codes
to future architectures, as well as integrated
post-processing of ensemble forecasts.
The year 2020 saw the consolidation of the
Scientific Strategy 2020-2030, with new
exchanges with the members of the COMSI
and a presentation to the Governing Board.
Now approved, this Scientific Strategy will
be used by the institution to build its next
Contract of Objectives and Performance for
the period 2022-2026. This Strategy is based
on five main areas:
• Progress in the knowledge and anticipation
of extreme phenomena and their impacts, in
a context of climate change
• Continuing the transition towards
integrated environmental modelling systems
shared between forecasting and climate
• Adapt modelling tools to the operational
requirements of tomorrow’s computing
architectures
• Enhance the value of weather and climate
forecasts, in response to the expectations of
internal and external beneficiaries
• Strengthen the dynamics of national
and international cooperation, ensuring
convergence with ECMWF
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These areas will be fed by a series of
studies on the generalisation of ensemble
forecasting and its valorisation, on a new
regional integrated system (“Earth system”)
to go as far as the impacts, on a hectometric
system for the sites at stake and on the
city, which brings together a number of
meteorological and climatic issues. There
will also be a commitment to participate
in the IPCC exercises, to determine climate
change on a local scale, both in mainland
France and overseas, in order to deal with
extreme phenomena, and to improve
seasonal forecasting and its use. In the
mountains, the period ahead will prepare a
breakthrough with the development of a new
avalanche risk forecasting system for the
massifs, represented at a resolution of 250
metres and integrating new space-based
observations. More broadly, for all subjects,
the work will focus on taking into account
the major space programmes announced
up to 2030, but also the opportunities
offered by ‘low-cost’ space observation
and mass data. Artificial intelligence will
be a major tool for processing these
observation data, for post-processing
ensemble forecasts and for optimising our
numerical models. Our efforts will also focus,
in European and national coordination, on
adapting our numerical codes to the new
architectures of the next high-performance
computers.
At the international level, Météo-France
is implementing its policy of privileged
cooperation with the ECMWF on the Arpège/
IFS global model, particularly on various

aspects of physics that will soon bring
progress to our global forecasts. MétéoFrance is seeing the completion of the merger
of the Aladin and Hirlam consortia with the
establishment on 1 January 2021 of the new
ACCORD consortium, which brings together
26 countries around the AROME-HARMONIEALARO regional model. The management of
this new consortium has been entrusted to
an engineer from Météo-France.

participation in AllEnvi. It is a stakeholder
in the Data Terra Research Infrastructure
with its AERIS and THEIA Data and Services
Centres, in Kalideos-Alpes under the aegis
of CNES, and participates in the ACTRIS-FR
and CLIMERI-France Research Infrastructures.
In particular, AERIS is an opportunity and
a vector to facilitate the access of the
research world to the operational data of the
Establishment.

The Establishment is continuing its
policy of active participation in Eumetsat
programmes, which will be reflected in
our involvement in CDOP 4 of five of the
“Satellite Application Facilities”. In 2020, in
a complicated context linked to the COVID,
ADM-Aeolus observations (assimilation
of wind profiles in the global model) and
CFOSAT observations (assimilation of wave
observations in the sea surface model) were
taken into account in the different models.
models. Preparations for the future MTG and
METOP-SG missions, which will carry new
high-potential instruments, will continue, as
well as the preparation of certain instruments
carried by the Sentinel programmes.
Météo-France is maintaining its strong
participation in European projects, including
Copernicus, and is preparing its involvement
with its ACCORD partners in the DestinE
project led by the ESA-EUMETSAT-ECMWF
triumvirate.

In terms of experimental and measurement
campaigns, the activity was strongly
impacted by the COVID context. It is gratifying
that, despite this major difficulty, the SOFOG3D campaign, included in the 2017-2021
Contract of Objectives and Performance,
was able to achieve its objectives. On the
other hand, we regret the postponement to
2021 of the LIAISE campaign, which aims
to gain a better understanding of semiarid regions and improve our forecasts,
particularly for the water budget. SAFIRE,
for its part, has had to postpone to 2021,
or even cancel, the campaigns planned
between March and September 2020.
Nevertheless, the EUREC4A campaign,
before the first lock-down, was able to
proceed perfectly. For the replacement
of the Falcon 20 high-altitude research
aircraft, Météo-France, along with the other
supervisory bodies of SAFIRE, supported the
approach implemented, which was selected
within the framework of PIA3+. Météo-France
will support the project by maintaining its
resources at the SAFIRE Unit but will not be
able to participate financially in the initial
investment.

At the national level, Météo-France continues
to be involved in the scientific community,
which is reflected in its various links with the
CNRS, CNES and Universities, as well as its
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Much of the research work of direct interest
to Météo-France is carried out by the CNRM.
This is an opportunity to salute and wish
the best to the new CNRM management
team (Samuel Morin and Nadia Fourrié),
which takes up its duties on 1 January 2021.
Other research work is also being carried out
within the LACy and in certain Directions of
the Establishment. All this work is detailed
in the rest of this document. They are
numerous, diverse, innovative and exciting.
They perfectly illustrate the broad spectrum
of our research activities, all of which are
essential to the Establishment and its future.
But 2020 was the year of COVID with its
difficulties and complications. This report is
the opportunity to salute all those involved,
researchers, engineers, technicians,
administrative staff, post-doc, PhD, trainees
and particularly those who have had to lead
teams or supervise colleagues. It is also
important to salute the support teams and
in particular the IT department which played
a crucial role during this period. Many thanks
to all of them and let’s hope that 2021 will
see the end of the pandemic.
« Bonne lecture »

Marc Pontaud
Météo-France
scientific director,
Head of Higher Education
and Research

Numerical
weather prediction
and data assimilation
A significant part of the research and development activities carried out in numerical weather prediction (NWP) during 2020 was devoted to
the implementation of evolutions in the operational suite and the migration on the new Bull-AMD supercomputers and the preparation of the
next version of NWP systems. New observations have been assimilated into the operational NWP suite, such as AMV (Atmospheric Motion
Vectors) wind data from Goes17 satellite, Afirs and Tamdar aircraft data distributed by FLYTH, wind measurements by ESA Aeolus space-borne
Doppler lidar and data from several global positioning systems by radio occultation (GNSS-RO). The latter two types of data have had a very
positive impact on the objective scores. Many activities have been conducted to prepare the next e-suite to align specifically the spatial
resolutions of the ensemble prediction systems (PEARP and PEARO) with the ones of the deterministic systems (Arpege and Arome-France),
to increase the horizontal resolution of the Arome overseas systems and to transfer several important technical and scientific improvements
from research to operations.
Research activities have been performed in parallel to prepare the long-term evolutions of NWP systems. An « EnVar » assimilation scheme
combining the variational and the ensemble approaches has been developed to improve the representation of the background error
covariances and to take into account the temporal dimension in the « 4DEnVar » version. This « EnVar » algorithm is particularly relevant for
the analysis of new variables, such as the hydrometeors of the Arome model. Some research activities on the dynamical cores have been
conducted to improve the performance of the Arome model on massively parallel machines. The use of the ozone field from the Mocage model
improves the radiative transfer in the data assimilation, anticipating the benefits of an integrated Earth system. Several researches have
been successfully accomplished to improve the use of ensemble prediction systems (post-processing using artificial intelligence techniques,
integration into decision support tools, etc.).

Accounting for hydrometeors in the 3DEnVar AROME scheme
The role of hydrometeors in convective scale
data assimilation is a sensitive issue.
These three-dimensional variables of the
AROME model describe atmospheric water
in condensed form: mass contents of cloud
water, ice crystals, rain, snow and graupel.
Until now, they were not affected by data
assimilation. After the assimilation process,
the adjustment of hydrometeor fields to the
other analyzed variables such as specific
humidity and temperature was expected to
be done implicitly through the time evolution
of the numerical model. This behavior is
sub-optimal, and prevents from directly
assimilating observations sensitive to
cloud and precipitation (radars, microwave

imagers...). The implementation at CNRM
of a prototype of 3DEnVar for AROME has
allowed these variables to be accounted for,
the ensemble approach allowing a real-time
description of hydrometeor forecast error
statistics. However, adapted methods of
localization had to be implemented to filter
the sampling noise in the estimation of these
errors.
The addition of hydrometeors as control
variables of the analysis has been evaluated
in a near-operational framework. The
spatial resolution has been degraded
(3.2 km instead of 1.3 km), thus allowing
the evaluation period to be extended to
3 months (May – August 2018). Even without
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assimilating additional observations,
the impact is positive at nowcasting lead
times. In particular, the improvements are
statistically significant for cloud positioning
(up to 6 hours) and precipitation (first hour).
The robustness of these results is confirmed
by their relative independence from the
localization scheme used in the 3DEnVar.
1
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AEOLUS: Operational use in the global weather
forecasting model
The European Space Agency’s AEOLUS
satellite has been in sun-synchronous orbit
since 22 August 2018.
The use of a LIDAR Doppler for the
measurement of wind profiles from space was
the first of its kind and required considerable
calibration/validation work. Thus, from
April 2020, AEOLUS wind products have
been provided in real time to operational
weather forecasting centres, with a quality
level sufficient to be assimilated in the
global numerical forecasting model ARPEGE.
The CNRM/GMAP, strongly involved in this
preparatory work, was able to use these data
as soon as they were made available. Thus,
after having shown a very positive impact on
the quality of the forecast scores (cf. Figure),
their operational assimilation took place
shortly afterwards: on 30 June 2020.
The operational use of these data was
particularly relevant since it compensated
for the lack of aircraft data caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic (cf. the positive impact
in the northern hemisphere which had not
been shown until then). The AEOLUS data

represent only 0.42% of the total number of
data assimilated in the ARPEGE model, but
they contribute 2.5% in terms of information
content brought by the observations to the
model and they are the third most efficient
(by individual observation) to reduce the
24-hour forecast error.
Météo-France has thus joined the ECMWF and
the DWD (German meteorological service) in
the group of the first meteorological centres
to assimilate these data operationally.
The importance of AEOLUS winds for
numerical weather prediction led ESA to
extend this innovative mission for more than
a year (end of 2022).
2


Tracking and assessment of tropical cyclones
in the global ensemble forecasting system PEARP
This study focusses on the global ensemble
forecasting system PEARP operated at
Météo-France, which is based on the global
ARPEGE model. So far, there is no deep
assessment of PEARP yet about its ability
to properly predict tropical cyclone tracks
and intensity. For that purpose, an original
approach was carried out in which orientedobject scores are calculted based on a
dedicated tracking tools developed at CNRM
and adapted to the PEARP ensemble. The
tropical cyclones included within the period
between 5 july and 14 december 2019, over
all bassins, were simulated with PEARP, and
then forecasts were compared to Best-Track
analyses.
The obtained results are fairly comparable to
the state of art with track errors reaching in
average 500-600 km at 120h of forecast time
(Fig a), albeit a simulated slow bias. These
track errors are consistent with the ensemble
spread. Finally, the case of tropical cyclone
Dorian shows that PEARP is able to capture
fairly well the incertainty and the possibility
of an intense tropical system impacting
Bahamas and Southeastern USA three or four
days ahead (Fig b).

This oriented-object approach will able
to further improve the PEARP system for
TC assessment as for tropical cyclone
forecasting and offer a potential use in the
future high resolution ensemble system with
Arome Over Seas.
4


Use of variable ozone
in a radiative transfer
model for the global
Météo-France 4D-Var
system
To extract information from satellite
observations useful for the global numerical
weather prediction model ARPEGE, the
fast radiative transfer model RTTOV is an
essential numerical tool. It enables to
simulate these observations from realistic
information on the state of the atmosphere
(temperature, water vapour) as well as on
its chemical composition. For numerical
weather prediction, the concentration of
some gases and aerosols is approximated
by climatological profiles. At MétéoFrance, the Chemistry Transport Model
(CTM) MOCAGE realistically simulates the
concentration of many gases and aerosols
present in the atmosphere. A coupling of
the ARPEGE and MOCAGE models would
improve the assimilation of infrared satellite
observations into ARPEGE. Thus, the use of
realistic ozone fields provided by MOCAGE in
RTTOV has made the simulation of the ozonesensitive channels of the IASI hyperspectral
sounder on board the Metop satellite more
accurate. An improved simulation of some
channels within the CO2 or water vapour
absorption bands has also been observed.
From experiments to assimilate these data
into the ARPEGE model, it appears that the
changes made to the simulations of these
channels gradually improve the quality
of meteorological analyses. An indirect
positive impact on the assimilation of
other observations, independent of ozone,
such as radiosondes, microwave satellite
observations or GNSS Radio-occultation
observations has also been noted thanks
to better short-term forecasts of the ARPEGE
model. Longer range weather forecasts
(up to 102 h) are also improved for
different parameters (wind, temperature,
humidity). Work continues to make the
operational model ARPEGE benefit from
these innovations and to extend it to other
atmospheric constituents.
3
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MOCAGE


Relative impact of AEOLUS wind measurements
on the reduction of wind forecast errors of the ARPEGE
model over the Northern hemisphere (top line),
the Tropics (middle line) and the Southern hemisphere
(bottom line) (April to May 2020). The left panel displays
the variation of the wind root mean square error (in m/s)
with respect to ECMWF analyses from 0
to 102 hours (x-axis) and as a function of the pressure
level (y-axis in hPa) compared to a reference experiment
without assimilation of AEOLUS data. The middle panel
displays the root mean square error for the reference
experiment, and the right panel displays the ratio
of the left panel to the middle ones (in percent).
The blue level lines indicate a reduction in forecast error.
The yellow background indicates areas where
the statistics are considered significant.

ARPEGE
Weather forcing


Synthesis scheme summarising a first step
of the coupling between
the ARPEGE (numerica weather prediction)
and MOCAGE (atmospheric chemistry)
models for the Earth system.
The red arrow indicates the new addition
of tridimensional (3D) ozone fields
in the radiative transfer model RTTOV.

Assimilation
RTTOV
New : 3D ozone fields
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(a) Error track distributions as a function of forecast time
(period 05/07/19 – 14/12/19)
and (b) Track – Intensity plume of PEARP forecasts
for Dorian starting on 28/08/19 at 18 UTC.
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Developing a grid point dynamics
for the AROME model
The AROME operational model has a very
efficient dynamics thanks to the use of
long time steps that can be obtained by
maintaining the stability and accuracy of the
model due to the use of a semi-Lagrangian
and semi-implicit algorithm. The semi-implicit
scheme requires the inversion of an elliptical
problem on the horizontal at each time step.
This problem is inverted very efficiently in a
so-called “spectral” space. Thus at each time
step a transform from the grid point space
to the spectral space is performed, different
calculations are done in spectral space and
then the inverse transforms is performed
to continue the calculations in grid point
space. The spectral also allows to compute
the derivatives with a great precision, and

to apply a filtering to efficiently diffuse the
variables of the model. Spectral transforms
being very expensive in communications,
we would like to be able to avoid using them
to improve the performance of the model on
massively parallel machines.
We have therefore sought to achieve the
inversion of the implicit grid point problem
with an iterative method using solvers
working in Krylov’s space. The results
obtained show that it is possible to get the
same quality of forecast as shown in the
figure, for a small computer cost of only three
iterations on the average.
5


First results from a 4DEnVar assimilation scheme
for AROME-France
The AROME-France Data Assimilation
system has been providing hourly analyses,
using the most recent observations, since
April-2015. Some of these observations, for
example radar measurements, are available
at higher frequency (every 15 mins). In order
to optimise usage of these observations,
we will replace the current 3D assimilation
scheme with a 4D version, able to deal with
the temporal dimension during the analysis
building.
This change is investigated in the EnVar
framework, the association of variational
approaches, which have been traditionally
used at Météo-France, with ensemble
techniques, increasingly used operationally
at a number of numerical weather prediction
centres around the world. These schemes
allow background error statistics to be directly
deduced from perturbations provided by an
assimilation ensemble, which thus depend
on the meteorological situation. Moreover,

temporal error correlations manage the
temporal dimension during the assimilation
process, without the need of tangent linear
and adjoint versions of the forecast model.
A prototype of a 4DEnVar system, assimilating
the observations available every 15 minutes
has been developed and its promising
performances evaluated on some case
studies. For example, the location and the
intensity of the stronger precipitations are
better simulated during the convective event
of the 28th May 2018.
6


Adaptation
and evaluation of RTTOV
to IR and MW satellite
observations from
the 1970s and 1980s
In the framework of the C3S 311c project for
the rescue of satellite data from instruments
that flew in the pre-1970s to 1980s, the
satellite observation operator RTTOV was
adapted and evaluated for these old
instruments. The main objective is to digitize,
reformat, recalibrate and homogenize these
observations to be assimilated in the next
ECMWF ERA6 re-analysis.
These instruments were mainly on US Nimbus,
TIROS and DMSP satellites, including multispectral infrared sounders (SIRS, THIR, MRIR,
HRIR), a hyperspectral infrared sounder (IRIS)
and microwave sounders (MSU, SSM, SMMR).
These instruments had much coarser spatial
resolutions than current instruments (ranging
from a few tens to a few hundred kilometers
as opposed to a few hundred meters to a few
tens of kilometers currently) but are a unique
source of Earth observations during these
periods.
To simulate these observations, RTTOV
has been adapted from the information
found in the archives on the instrumental
spectral response functions. An evaluation
of the quality of the RTTOV simulations was
proposed from a large base of atmospheric
profiles covering the globe which allowed
to highlight latitudinal biases of the RTTOV
model. The evolution of the spectroscopic
databases essential for RTTOV simulations
were compared to the instrumental noise to
see if these instruments were sensitive to it.
The attached figure shows for example that
the IRIS instrument had such an instrumental
noise that it is not sensitive to spectroscopy.
The C3S project should be renewed in phase
2 to work on other old instruments.
7


Automatic texture-based classification of high-resolution precipitation forecasts
The high-resolution Arome model provides
very realistic rainfall forecasts. However,
these forecasts cannot be interpreted at
the model grid scale. To characterize rainfall
at a point, it is necessary to consider the
forecast rain field around this point. This is
particularly true when one is interested in the
texture of the predicted rainfall, i.e. whether
it is continuous or intermittent.

Taking this specificity into account, we
have developed an automatic method for
segmenting rain fields according to their
texture. The method is based on tools
from the field of machine learning: random
forests and convolutional neural networks.
The results obtained are very close to the
zoning performed by the experts. They thus
pave the way for the use of this segmentation
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method for the verification of forecasts,
or the automatic drafting of weather
maps.
8
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Comparison of the quality of the model between
the spectral method (red) and grid point method (blue)
as a function of the height (y-axis in pressure). Dotted line is the bias and
solid line is the root mean square error,
both with respect to the radiosonde observations.
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24h accumulated precipitations on the 28th May 2018
observed by radars (a) and simulated by the sum
of the 1h range forecasts from the 24 assimilation cycles
using 3D-Var (b) and 4DEnVar (c).
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Example of the evaluation of the variability
of spectroscopic databases evolutions between 3 versions
of LBLRTM1 line-by-line codes based on 3 versions
of HITRAN 2004 (v11.1), 2008 (v12.2) and 2012 (v12.8).
Comparison of these variabilities to the IRIS instrumental
noise (in pink) shows that the IRIS instrument is not
sensitive enough to these variabilities.
On the other hand the less noisy latest generation
of hyperspectral instrument IASI (in black) is sensitive
to them in the water vapor band above 1200 cm-1.
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(a) Cumulative rainfall over 1 hour predicted by the Arome model. Light grey shaded areas represent intermittent rainfall, dark grey shaded areas represent continuous rainfall.
This segmentation was done manually by an expert.
(b) Result of the automatic rainfall segmentation with a convolutional neural network. The intermittent rainfalls are shown in light gray, the continuous rainfalls in black.
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Application of ensemble predictions
in agronomic modelling
In crop protection, the evolution of diseases
and pests is highly dependent on weather
conditions. Phytosanitary treatments help
control part of the epidemics, but they
should be used with caution owing to their
impacts on the environment and human
health. In order to assist farmers in the
positioning of treatments, decision support
tools (DSTs) are proposed, which are based
on the modeling of epidemic dynamics and
on weather forecasts. However, the reliability
of DSTs remains imperfect, particularly
because weather forecasts are uncertain.
Several simple approaches are commonly
implemented to account for this meteorological uncertainty in DSTs, while the
use of ensemble forecasts remains largely
unexplored. A first evaluation of the impact
of ensemble predictions has been conducted
in a DST simulating the evolution of the
grapevine worm, and has shown a significant
improvement of the prediction of treatment
dates compared to existing approaches.

Anticipating the application of treatments
is essential and this requires high-quality
weather forecasts from very short to
medium ranges. This need has motivated
the development of an innovative method
to combine, without temporal discontinuity,
Arome, Arpège and IFS ensemble forecasts.
These seamless forecasts then allow DSTs to
benefit from the quality of high-resolution
Arome forecasts at short lead times.
The next step will be the development of a
demonstration platform to promote these
ensemble forecasts to the agricultural
community.
9


Impact of an explicit representation of vegetation
on snowpack modeling in forests
The ISBA surface model developed at the
CNRM and integrated into the SURFEX surface
modeling platform is a so-called composite
scheme: it represents the surface soil layer
and the vegetation as a homogeneous layer
whose physical properties result from an
averaging of soil and vegetation properties
(e.g.s albedo, roughness).
A new option, Multi-Energy-Balance
(MEB), represents soil and vegetation
separately. This development allows a
more realistic approach to modeling water
and energy exchanges above, in and under
the canopy with an explicit treatment of
each compartment which permits the
consideration of new processes (ground
shading by the canopy, radiative transfer in
the vegetation, interception of snow by the
canopy, etc.).
One of the motivations for this development
is to model better the evolution of snow
cover within the forested regions (Napoly
et al. 2020). Indeed, the composite ISBA
scheme does not represent the snow cover

between the ground and the canopy. MEB
prolongs the snowpack in this example
(Fig. 1) by about three weeks in much better
agreement with the observations. Indeed,
MEB allows the snow to cover the ground
under the forest canopy almost entirely and
thus cut off direct exchanges between the
ground and the atmosphere. Without MEB,
the contact is the atmosphere will be able to
warm the ground directly at the beginning of
spring which in turn will prematurely melt the
snow cover. There is also ongoing work with
MEB coupled to the detailed CROCUS snow
model in SURFEX. The next step is to evaluate
MEB on a global scale.
10
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Statistical
post-processing
of ensemble forecasts
using artificial
intelligence
Like deterministic forecasts, ensemble
forecasts are not perfect and a simultaneous
correction for their bias and dispersion is
needed in order to provide reliable forecasts.
The goal is to train an algorithm on the
relationship between past observations and
the errors made by the ensemble. For this,
we use artificial intelligence techniques, in
order to take into account the contribution
of many meteorological or even geographic
variables. In addition, for global models, a
statistical downscaling is performed to reach
the kilometer scale.
In addition, the operational implementation
of these solutions requires original computer
architectures to process long archives of past
data, and to be able to post-process such
ensemble forecasts in a few minutes at a
computation cost two orders of magnitude
lower than the resources used for the original
ensemble model.
These techniques are applied to the ARPEGE
and AROME ensemble forecasts. The results
show an increased reliability of the forecasts,
and we also observe a better detection of
extreme events without increasing the false
alarm rates.
This work led in 2020 to the operational
implementation of the ARPEGE and AROME
ensemble post-processing for surface
temperature and hourly precipitation. The
future is to extend these algorithms to other
meteorological variables and to experiment
new techniques focusing on predicting
extreme events. This work finally shows the
strategic interest of having long archives of
forecasts to improve the performance of the
future algorithms.
11
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Mean bias of the predicted treatment dates,
as a function of the number of days between
the reference treatment date and the start
of the forecast. The results are averaged
over 8 agricultural lands for the years 2018 and 2019.
The + signs at the top indicate that the performance
of the ensemble forecast (in cyan) is statistically better
than the performance of the existing "frequential"
approach (in blue).
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Average annual change in snow depth at one
of the BERMS forest sites located in Canada
(using 10 years of data).
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(a) One member of ARPEGE ensemble forecast on the south of France.
(b) The same member after post-processing and statistical downscaling.
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Lead Time: 42 Member: 16

b


Process studies
and modelling
Research on process studies aims to improve the understanding of phenomena and their representation in numerical weather and climate
prediction models, leading to the design of relevant weather-climate services. Process studies are generally based on a complementary
approach between observation and modeling: fine-scale numerical simulations, validated with observations, provide a detailed description
to better characterize the processes, and thus to better represent them in larger scale models.
All atmospheric simulations presented below are based on the Meso-NH research model. Used at metric spatial resolutions, it allows to
characterize complex flows and exchanges at the edges of convective clouds, as well as the processes which govern them, such as the
evaporative cooling of cloud droplets.
Closer to the surface, the so-called immersed boundary method makes it possible to explicitly resolve the flow around buildings. The addition
of turbulence recycle in a multiscale configuration reproduces the forward energy cascade from larger to smaller vortices, and thus provides
an additional degree of realism to simulate aerodynamical effects in urban districts.
At hectometric scales, targeted by numerical weather prediction models over the next few years, the model used as a numerical laboratory
makes it possible to analyze heavy precipitation events, such as the Aude floods of 2018, using observations including personal weather
stations for validation. For this case, the location of the intense precipitation is determined by the location first of the quasi-stationary cold
front, and second of the convective bands downwind of the orography.
Another important issue is aircraft icing by supercooled water, as forecast models have difficulty in predicting significant quantities of water
at negative temperature, especially large drops. Expectations are also high in the areas of transport and energy. A new generation of cloud
microphysical schemes allows a better representation of particle size distribution, with more finely parameterized processes, and is promising
to improve risk prediction.
Heat waves are another type of extreme meteorological event, for which the physical and dynamic mechanisms need to be better documented,
as well as their climate evolution. An analysis of simulations on the heat wave of 2010 in the Sahel allows to explain the negative impact of
a parameterization of deep convection, which can be overcome at spatial resolutions finer than 5km.
In the humid tropics, the same model coupled online with aerosol and aqueous chemistry models uses the Bio-Maïdo experimental campaign
to better understand the chemical and biological mechanisms in the presence of clouds controlling the formation of organic matter on airborne
particles (secondary organic aerosols).
Finally, progress in the understanding and modeling of continental surface processes requires considering anthropogenic factors affecting
the water cycle. A step has been taken with the integration of lake dynamics in the SURFEX-CTRIP model, in order to represent the complete
hydrological cycle by coupling with the rivers network. This set will also constitute an essential element of the future kilometric coupled
system for meteorological and environmental forecasting, aimed by the Meteo-France’s scientific strategy for the next decade.

Analysis of the heavy rainfall event of 14 and 15 October 2018
in the Aude department
On 14 and 15 October 2018, heavy rainfall fell
on the Aude department and neighbouring
departments, causing devastating flash
floods that resulted in around fifteen victims
and hundreds of millions of euros in damage.
This extreme event was studied in detail from
a meteorological point of view. To this end,
numerical forecast models and operational
observation networks were mobilised, as well
as research models and observations from
personal weather stations. The latter made
it possible, among other things, to delimit
the various air masses near the ground
more precisely and to improve precipitation
estimates.

The Meso-NH research model, used with a
horizontal resolution of 500 m (compared
with 1.3 km for the finest operational model
at Météo-France), showed the crucial role of
the Albera Massif (see Figure) in the initiation
of the storms which then propagated towards
the Aude department. It also made it possible
to determine the importance of a pre-existing
cold air mass in the west on which the warm
air coming from the Mediterranean impinged
and which contributed to the intensification
of precipitation in the northern part of the
department. Finally, it has been shown that
the remains of hurricane Leslie, which was
approaching the Mediterranean basin at the
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same time, only played a limited role, and
only at the end of the event, in supplying the
storms with moisture.
In addition to its contribution to our
knowledge of heavy Mediterranean rainfall,
this work opens up prospects for increased
use of crowdsourced data and prepares the
way for the use of future forecasting models
with hectometre resolution.
1
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Base reflectivity factor (dBZ) of the Météo-France radar network on 14 October 2018 at 21:30 UTC.
The upper and lower wind directions are shown schematically (warm and humid low-level jet),
as well as the positions of the Albera Massif and the ground footprint of the cold front. The most significant damage was observed
to the north of the Aude, near the junction of the cold front and the line of thunderstorm cells fed by the low-level jet.
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Fine-scale dynamics and turbulence
on the edges of a cumulus congestus
A cumulus congestus has been simulated
with the Meso-NH research model at a
resolution of 5 meters in order to study
the small-scale dynamics and mixing at its
edges.
We obtained a very realistic cloud with
structures typical of a growing cloud: strong
updrafts associated with a core of positive
buoyancy, large eddies near the top of the
cloud forming a toroidal circulation and a
subsiding shell surrounding the cloud.
A partition of the cloud and its environment
(Figure a) is used to characterize the
dynamics, buoyancy and turbulence near the
edges of the cloud. The interior of the cloud
is mainly ascending and positively buoyant
(Figure b). The edges of the cloud are
characterized by an increased presence of
subsidence and are marked by an inversion
of buoyancy (negative values). Evaporative
cooling of the cloud droplets contributes
to the buoyancy inversion near the cloud
edges and to attenuate the overall convective
circulation.

The turbulence at the edges is on a finer scale
than that inside the cloud. At a resolution of
5 meters, the dynamic production of sub-grid
turbulence (related to wind shear) largely
dominates the thermal production (related to
buoyancy). The latter is stronger at the edges
than inside the cloud.
In order to generalize these results, these
studies of physical processes at the interface
between the cloud and its environment
will be continued by testing in particular
different wind and humidity conditions for
the environment and by examining more
developed clouds such as cumulonimbus
clouds.
2


Improving supercooled liquid water forecasts :
The ICICLE field campaign
Aircraft icing is a serious hazard that occurs
when a plane flies through a cloud containing
supercooled (at a negative temperature)
liquid water. Supercooled droplets are
unstable and freeze easily upon contact
with the aircraft, building ice masses that
can cause stalls or power losses.
Numerical weather prediction models tend to
glaciate clouds too fast and underestimate
supercooled liquid water in clouds. In
order to better understand this bias and
icing-prone conditions, the ICICLE field
campaign was conducted in February 2019
in Rockford (USA). 30 flights were performed
in icing conditions to provide detailed
cloud composition observations for various
weather types.
Two cases from the ICICLE campaign were
simulated with the Meso-NH research model
using various configurations of the ICE3
and LIMA microphysical schemes. Results

from this study showed that the 2-moment
scheme LIMA produces more supercooled
liquid water than ICE3, thanks to a better
description of ice nucleation and vapour
deposition on ice crystals. Supercooled
cloud droplets sizes, which are important to
estimate icing severity, are also quite well
estimated. These simulations, at a resolution
of 2 km, also showed a strong impact of
the subgrid cloud scheme on cloud liquid
fraction, which will have to be investigated
further with higher resolution runs.
This study will result in improvements in our
ability to forecast supercooled liquid water
in clouds, enabling better icing forecasts, for
aircraft safety as well as other purposes, such
as ground transport and energy production
management.
3
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Obstacle resolving urban
climate modelling
Obstacle resolving urban climate modelling
is required to represent the complexity of
urban geometries and their interaction
with meteorological parameters like air
temperature, wind, and radiative fluxes,
which are strongly heterogeneous in the
urban environment. An obstacle resolving
version of the Méso-NH model has been
developed to enable the quantification of
urban districts in terms of thermal comfort
and ventilation or to serve as a reference
for urban climate models like TEB1, which
are based on a simplification of the urban
geometry.
The objective of the present study is to
investigate the influence of atmospheric
boundary layer turbulence on the flow and
the dispersion of a pollutant released in
an idealised urban environment under
realistic meteorological conditions (MUST2
experiment; Figure 1). Two modelling
approaches are tested: a fine-scale-only
approach, which does not take into account
the boundary layer turbulence upstream
of the city, an approach similar to the one
chosen in common engineering studies,
and a multi-scale approach based on the
grid nesting in Méso-NH which takes into
account all scales of atmospheric boundary
layer turbulence. Results show that the
multi-scale approach improves the vertical
profiles of wind speed and turbulent
kinetic energy. Furthermore, due to the
increase of turbulence intensity, the multiscale approach simulates lower values of
maximum pollutant concentration, which is
in better agreement with the observations
than the fine-scale-only approach.
In future studies, similar analyses will be
made for a selection of urban morphologies
representative of French cities
4


(a) Vertical section of the vertical velocity (m/s) within a cumulus congestus
(cloud contour in black lines) and its environment (top panel) and partition
(bottom panels) from left to right: inside of the cloud (more than 50 m from the edges),
inner edges (50-m thick), outer edges (150-m thick) and in the far environment
(more than 150 m from the interface).
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(b) Vertical distribution of vertical velocity W (m/s)
(right panels) and buoyancy B (m/s2) (left panels)
for the inside of the cloud (top panels) and for its inner
edges (bottom panels). The mean vertical profiles
and mean distributions are shown respectively on the left
and below each panel.

3


Number of grid points with a given liquid fraction
and temperature, on 2019/02/17 at 12 UTC.
SBG denotes simulations using the subgrid cloud scheme.

4


Modelling the turbulent flow in an idealised urban
district by taking into account the atmospheric
boundary layer turbulence upstream of the district
thanks to the Méso-NH grid nesting approach.
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Explicit Representation of lake mass balance
within the global hydrological cycle
Earth System modeling at the CNRM
represents the global continental hydrological
cycle using the coupled ISBA-CTRIP system.
The new 1/12° resolution hydrographic
network represents key processes, such as
river discharge, floodplains and groundwater
flows. But the performance of such a system
can be improved, especially in regions of
high lake density such as Northern Canada
and Scandinavia, by adding a component
representing lake dynamics. Thus, a lake
mass balance model (MLake) has been
developed to forecast water resource
evolution. This model includes processes
that contribute to the variation of lake
water volume, in particular, precipitation,
evaporation (simulated with the SURFEX/
FLake model), inflow (CTRIP) and outflow
(parameterized), surface runoff and water
infiltration into the ground (SURFEX/ISBA),
as well as water exchanges with aquifers
and withdrawals. Lake mapping is derived
by cross-referencing the MERIT-HYDRO
high-resolution Digital Terrain Model with

the Global Lake DataBase mask. The
explicit consideration of the surface water
balance requires two masks: one ensuring
hydrological consistency and the other
guaranteeing a correct distribution of surface
runoff between the different hydrological
compartments (Fig.a). The model simulates
lakes with a surface area greater than 1 km²
and predicts the evolution of their storage
while permitting a diagnosis of water level
variations.
A preliminary evaluation of ISBA-CTRIP in
off-line mode at the global scale including
the lake dynamics has shown a clear
improvement in regions where the presence
of lakes controls the propagation of flows
(Fig.b). Moreover, the introduction of MLake
in this coupled system permits modeling the
effect of dams on reservoirs.
5


Heat wave and convection scheme:
A Sahelian case-study
In spring, the Sahel is prone to heat waves
that strongly affect local populations. Over
the past decades, these events have been
intensifying, at a rate faster than the global
warming. This trend is expected to continue
into the 21st century. The present study
aims at improving our understanding of
these events, in particular to better criticize
the numerical models used for producing
these climate projections. We focus on the
April 2010 sahelian heat wave and perform
numerical simulations using the limited area
model Méso-NH. Two different configurations
are considered, and differ from the activation
or not of the deep convection scheme. These
simulations are evaluated using a wide set of
in-situ and spatial observations.
The activation of the deep convection scheme
generates spurious precipitating events over
the Sahel and a poor phasing of convection
in its southern part. Rainfall evaporation
cools and moistens the atmospheric
boundary layer, limiting the model’s ability
to reproduce the properties of the heat wave.

The simulation without deep convection
scheme better agrees with the observations.
In particular, the monsoon surge is well
reproduced, thereby allowing an increase in
water vapour over the Sahel, an increased
greenhouse effect, and ultimately an
increase in minimum temperatures. Some
biases potentially persist in relation to
the high concentration of dust during the
episode and an underestimation of cloud
occurrence.
In conclusion, a sufficient horizontal spatial
resolution allowing an explicit representation
of deep convection is unexpectedly
important to correctly simulate a heat wave
over the Sahel. Such an issue likely impacts
current climate models, thus questioning
their ability to capture Sahelian heat wave
processes and provide relevant projections
of their evolution.
6
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Bio-Maïdo
The Bio-Maïdo programme aims to improve
our understanding of the formation and
transformation processes of atmospheric
Secondary Organic Aerosols (SOA). Indeed,
uncertainties about the processes involved
in the life cycle of these aerosols need to be
addressed in order to better understand the
impacts of SOA on air quality, health and
climate change.
The objectives of Bio-Maïdo are as follows:
to understand what are the main routes
of formation of SOA in moist tropical
atmospheres (respective contributions
of the gaseous and aqueous phases); to
improve themultiphase processes leading
to the formation of SOA in three-dimensional
models; to understand how the presence of
bacteria in the aqueous phase contributes to
the formation of SOA (Figure 1).
Given that the tropical environment of
Reunion Island presents optimal conditions
for studying these processes, and that
Reunion benefits from the presence of OPAR,
the proposed strategy is based on a largescale measurement campaign at several sites
in Reunion Island in order to characterize
the sources of gas and aerosol emissions,
and to assess the multi-phase pathways of
formation and oxidation of SOA, including
the effect of bacteria present in cloud water.
This work is carried out in synergy with
modeling studies with an explicit cloud
chemistry model and a three-dimensional
transport/chemistry model including a cloud
chemistry module.
The Bio-Maïdo measurement campaign took
place in March-April 2019 and mobilized the
entire programme consortium of six partners:
LAERO, LACy, LaMP, IGE, LSCE, CNRM and
LaRGE.
The data from this campaign are currently
being processed and analysed.
7
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(a) Schematic representing the process participating
in a lake mass balance evolution and the implementation of Lac du Bourget
in the Rhone watershed
(b) Seasonal mean of lake level variations simulated by CTRIP-Mlake and observation from
the Hydroweb platform over the period 1993-2014.
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Differences in behavior between the two simulations,
the top one without the deep convection scheme
and the bottom one with it .
In the Sahel, in the low layers, the high pressures ("H")
are located in the South and the low pressures
in the North ("l" and the minimum at the level
of the Inter-Tropical Depression "L").
As soon as the daytime turbulence ceases,
the nocturnal jet blows, advecting cold and humid air,
which can cause precipitation.
While in the simulation with the activated deep
convection scheme, its premature triggering causes
an overpressure favoring the northern branch
of the nocturnal jet to the detriment of its south branch.
Then, "cold" and humid air is advected further
and further north.

7



Main processes leading to the formation
of secondary organic aerosols in the presence
of clouds and the associated impacts.
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Climate
Météo-France’s ability to model past and future climate change from the global to the local scale, to forecast seasonal climate variability and
to perform meteorological observations is unique in France. This places the institution in an excellent position to understand climate, climate
change and variability including extremes, and to develop climate services in support of adaptation policies.
Global and regional climate modeling tools are part of a continuum within CNRM, including also numerical weather prediction models. The
CNRM-CERFACS platform of global climate models (CNRM-CM) has enabled CNRM to participate in CMIP6 at the highest international level.
One of the metrics of success of CNRM’s participation in the exercise, in addition to the acknowledged quality of its models, is the fact that,
at the end of 2020, the data produced by CNRM-CM remain the most downloaded in the world. Although already significant, the exploitation
of CMIP6 results by the research community will continue for several years. Among the studies carried out in 2020 at CNRM, let us point out
original results on the changes of groundwater tables from simulations with CNRM-CM, the only CMIP6 model that represents groundwater
tables, and another one where the expected future global warming is estimated through combining CMIP6 model output and observations
since 1850.
In parallel with the valorization of CMIP6 results, we go on improving our models, with in particular the development and the first tests of an
oceanic convection scheme based on parameterizations of atmospheric convection and, further upstream, measurements of the nitrogen
and carbon content of peat bogs which will allow to improve the next generation of CNRM climate models.
Regarding seasonal forecasting, the new system 7 is based on CNRM-CM and continues to improve the quality of forecasts compared to
previous systems, especially for precipitation over many regions around the world.
In terms of observations, 2020 was the warmest year in mainland France since records began, confirming the long-term warming. Precipitation
trends are more difficult to interpret, but work carried out by Météo-France’s Department of Climatology and Climate Services shows that
an increase in maximum daily precipitation is emerging in several regions of France, particularly around the Mediterranean and the NorthEast of the country. Generally speaking, the annual cumulative precipitation tends to increase on average over France, but the increase in
evaporation tends to reduce soil moisture except in winter.
Finally, the year 2020 has been marked by the finalization of the development of the DRIAS-2020 portal, which provides corrected data over
mainland France from a selection of regional EuroCordex models.
1


Climate modelling
Development of a new Regional Coupled System Model
for the study of Mediterranean Climate : CNRM-RCSM6
Internationally recognized for its research
in regional climate modeling, the CNRM
has recently developed the sixth version of
its regional coupled system model (CNRMRCSM6, figure a, http://www.umr-cnrm.
fr/spip.php?article1098), to improve the
understanding of past and future regional
climate variability in the Mediterranean.
This system integrates the different
components of the climate system, namely
the atmosphere (ALADIN v6), continental
surfaces (SURFEX v8), the Mediterranean
Sea (NEMOMED12) and rivers (CTRIP).
Communications between these models
are managed by the OASIS-MCT coupler at
an hourly frequency. Improvements mainly

concern the implementation of prognostic
atmospheric physics, the integration of an
interactive aerosol scheme (TACTIC) and the
increase of horizontal and vertical resolution
(12 km and 91 levels for the atmosphere, 6
km and 75 levels for the ocean). All these
developments ensure a better consistency
between CNRM-RCSM6 and its global scale
equivalent, the earth system model CNRMESM2-1, which shares the same components.
Following a tuning step of the system the first
results show a significant improvement of
the surface fluxes representation. The sea
surface temperature trend is particularly well
reproduced over the historical period (figure
2), thanks in particular to the consideration
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of aerosol evolution. This model was already
used to show original results on oceanic
heat waves in the Mediterranean. Finally a
first simulation of the historical period and
of the ssp585 CMIP6 scenario (figure 2) has
enriched the multi-model and multi-scenario
analysis of the Mediterranean climate in the
framework of the Med-CORDEX initiative
(www.medcordex.eu).
2
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Annual mean temperature anomalies over France
for 1900-2020 with respect to the 1981-2010
reference period. © Météo-France.
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(a) Orography and bathymetry of CNRM-RCSM6
and its position on the global model
[© CNRM/ P. Nabat and A. Voldoire]
(b) Annual average Sea Surface Temperature
of the Mediterranean : observations (grey),
CNRM-RCSM6 simulations (1980-2018 period driven
by ERA-Interim in red,
historical and ssp585 scenario driven
by CNRM-ESM2-1 in blue,
and associated control simulation in black)
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An Eddy-Diffusivity
Mass-Flux
Parameterization
for Modeling Oceanic
Convection
Oceanic convection is a fine-scale process
which plays an important role in deep and
intermediate water formation and ultimately
in the large-scale thermohaline circulation.
Consequently, oceanic convection takes a
central place in determining global climate.
A new one-dimensional parameterization of
penetrative convection has been developed
in order to have a better representation of the
vertical mixing in ocean general circulation
models. Our approach is inspired from
atmospheric parameterizations of shallow
convection which assumes that in the
convective boundary layer, the subgrid-scale
fluxes result from two different mixing scales:
small eddies, which are represented by an
Eddy-Diffusivity (ED) contribution, and large
eddies associated with thermals, which are
represented by a mass-flux contribution (MF).
In the present work, the local (small eddies)
and non-local (large eddies) contributions
are unified into an Eddy-Diffusivity-MassFlux (EDMF) parameterization which treats
simultaneously the whole vertical mixing.
EDMF is implemented in the community
ocean model NEMO. As an illustration,
Figure shows the time series of the surface
net heat flux (top) at the Lion buoy in the
western Mediterranean during winter 2013
and the convective vertical velocity (bottom)
simulated by EDMF at this place. Intensity
and frequency of surface heat loss events
control the plumes variability. In particular
the 3 strongest surface heat loss have
generated vertical velocities close to 10 cm/s
in accordance with glider in-situ estimates.
EDMF is a new paradigm of oceanic mixing
which leads to more realistic simulations of
the hydrological properties of water masses.
In the future, it is expected to obtain more
reliable climate projections.
3


Diagnostic, study and impacts
Measuring carbon and nitrogen
content of a Greenland fen
to improve global climate models
Peatlands play a major role in the carbon
cycle. They contain about a third of the
global soil carbon stocks, nearly as much
carbon as the atmosphere. During the last
millenia, these wetlands accumulated
carbon because their inundated soil, poor in
oxygen, prevented microbial decomposition
of the organic carbon. However, whether they
will remain carbon sinks in the future under
climate change remains highly uncertain.
Nuuk fen (fig a) is a well instrumented
site close to Nuuk (Greenland) where
meteorological variables, energy balance,
and CO2 and CH4 fluxes are measured since
2009. This fairly long time series site is
particularly well suited to validate the land
surface modules embedded in global climate
models. But the carbon content of the fen
and its vertical profile was unknown. Soil
carbon content is one of the main drivers
of CO2 and CH4 emissions and is necessary
to correctly evaluate land surface models.

The PhD student Xavier Morel joined a
CENPERM (University of Copenhagen) field
campaign in July 2017 to measure for the
first time soil carbon and nitrogen profiles
and stocks in the fen. Measurements were
made along two transects, co-located with
the greenhouse gas measurements. Samples
were analysed in Nuuk and Copenhagen,
and the results are available on the PANGEA
database. These new stocks and profiles
(fig. b) together with the existing greenhouse
gas measurements constitute a unique
dataset for the development and validation
of climate models. At CNRM, these
measurements helped the PhD student test
and improve his detailed soil carbon model
with CH4 emissions included in ISBA.
4


New climate projections merging models
and observations
The scientific community regularly produces
climate projections in order to quantify
the expected climate changes over the
21st century and beyond. These projec
tions were previously based on climate model
simulations. But, as the 21st century is now
well underway, the warming is strengthening
and observations are becoming more and
more informative about the magnitude of
past and future climate change.
Using a new statistical method, we have
calculated the expected global warming in
the 21st century by combining the latest
climate simulations (CMIP61 exercise)
and observations since 1850. Our results
suggest that the uncertainty from the climate
simulations is significantly reduced by
taking into account the observations. This
reduction is close to a factor of three in the
short term (before 2050), and a factor of 2 in
the long term (end of the 21st century). The
expected warming in 2100 compared to the
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period 1850-1900 is about +2°C (+/-0.6°C)
for a low emission scenario (SSP1-2.62),
+3°C (+/-0.6°C) for a moderate emission
scenario (SSP2-4.5), and +5°C (+/-0.6°C) for
a high emission scenario (SSP5-8.5). We also
estimate that the current warming (in 2020)
reaches +1.22°C (+/-0.15°C), out of which
+1.15°C is attributable to human activities.
Beyond the interest of these results for
adaptation and mitigation strategies, many
other applications of the proposed method
are envisaged in order to specify climate
projections at the regional or local scales,
and/or for other variables than temperature.
5
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Time series of the Surface Net Heat Flux (W.m-2, top)
and the Convective Mass-Flux (m.d-1, bottom) at the Lion buoy (Western Mediterranean,
Gulf of Lion)
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(a) View of the fen (64°7’51.5"N, 51°23’10.5" W)
in July 2017 with the greenhouse gas fluxes
measuring tools: eddy flux tower
and automatic chambers

5




(b) Soil carbon content (kg m ) with depth,
measured along the first transect along the access
boards. The dashed black line represents the bottom
of the fen: the limit between the organic and mineral
soil (adapted from Morel et al, 2020)
-3
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Global mean temperature projections, and associated
uncertainties (5-95% confidence intervals) obtained
from climate simulations alone (pink interval),
then using a merging of climate simulations
and observations (red interval). The calculation is made
from 22 climate models of the CMIP6 exercise, for
three emission scenarios (SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, SSP5-8.5).
Observed annual global mean temperature values
are indicated by black dots. All temperatures
are anomalies relative to the 1850-1900 period,
used as a reference.

Global scale evolution of groundwater
in future climate
Groundwater (i.e. water found in aquifers)
plays an important role in the hydrological
cycle and it is essential for human activities
and ecosystems. In this recent study,
conducted at the global scale, we assessed
the response of unconfined shallow aquifers
to climate change using the CNRM global
climate models. They are the only climate
models representing the hydrogeological
processes involving aquifers. Our analysis is
based on CMIP6 simulations – carried out for
the IPCC 6th assessment report – following
several pathways of greenhouse gases
concentration. Here, only the “SSP245”
scenario considered by the scientific
community as the most probable currently
is shown (Fig. 1). It underlines that aquifers
should replenish at the global scale on
average until 2100. The evolution of annually
averaged water table depths (i.e. heads of
aquifers) is mostly driven by the precipitation
evolutions, and the increase of groundwater
stored in shallow aquifers is thus consistent

with the projected global intensification
of precipitation. However, similarly to
precipitation, the evolution of aquifers
is not uniform and shows large regional
disparities. Regions that are already arid
could experience a strong reduction of their
groundwater resources. This latter result,
combined with projections of population
density and water use, indicates that the
water stress risk could increase in some of
these already aquifer-dependant regions.
6


Impact of climate change on hydroclimatic
variables over France
From 2017 to 2019, Météo-France was
involved in the CHIMERE21 project, funded
by the water agency of the Rhine and Meuse
basins. This project aimed at exploring the
future evolution of the hydrological regime
of the Meuse river, using climatic data from
Euro-Cordex and several hydrological models.
After that, we produced an analysis of the
impact of climate change over the whole
France, considering different hydroclimatic
parameters.
The evolution of surface temperature and
precipitations obtained with the 5 couples
of GCM/RCM models used within the
framework of CHIMERE21 were analysed. At
the end of the century for the RCP 8.5, the
surface temperature increases during the
whole year, by around 2,8 to 4,5 degrees,
the highest increase occurs in summer.
Annual precipitation is also increasing,
particularly in winter. However, the evolution
of summer precipitation is more contrasted,
with strong regional differences between the
northern and southern parts of France, the
southern regions being affected by summer
precipitation decrease.
The soil wetness index (SWI) is driven
by the global increase of precipitation

(which increases soil water) and also by
the temperature elevation that supports
evaporation (which dries soils). At the end of
the century, the mean SWI over France slightly
increases in winter, but decreases in autumn,
spring and up to 20 % in summer. The dry
season starts earlier and lasts longer, figure
1 shows that the number of dry days over the
Adour-Garonne basin increases by around
30 days at the end of the century for the
RCP 8.5.
The snow cover is globally decreasing. Over
the Alps, at the end of the century, the winter
snow pack decreases by around 20% in the
near future, the decline in snow cover reaches
60% by the end of the century.
Within the next few months, this study will be
updated using the new DRIAS-2020 data set.
7
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Evolution
of rainfall
in France
Characterizing the average and extreme
changes in rainfall in France is a key societal
issue, particularly for agricultural sector.
Recent studies have highlighted an increase
in the intensity and frequency of extreme
rainfall events around the Mediterranean in
recent decades. A set of 274 series of daily
reference observations is used to establish
a diagnosis over the period 1961-2012
over the entire metropolitan territory. These
series are selected on criteria of temporal
homogeneity and absence of missing data.
The study focusses on the evolution of 11
standard indices recommended by the World
Meteorological Organization (Expert Team
on Sector-Specific Climate Indices), some
of which are the subject of a more detailed
analysis.
The changes in the intensity of average and
extreme rainfall are respectively characterized
by the sum of daily rainfall and the maximum
daily amount of rainfall. The evolution of
frequency is examined via the number of
days where the daily amount exceeds a
given threshold. Based on local (stations)
analysis, few evolutions are significant and
it is difficult to draw conclusions on a larger
scale. In order to improve the signal-tonoise ratio, we calculate regional trends. Our
results confirm the singular character of the
Mediterranean rim, known as a “hot-spot”
of climate change, and where the increase
in precipitation extremes is particularly
significant. Whatever the index considered,
the intensity of precipitation is also on the
rise in Bretagne, Grand-Est, BourgogneFranche-Comté and Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes.
8
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Evolution (in %) of aquifers water table depths (left)
and precipitation (right) according to the "SSP245" pathways
of greenhouse gases concentration. The evolution is computed
between the means of water table depths or precipitation rate over
the 1985-2014 (present) and 2071-2100 (future) time periods.
The global rate of change (in %) between these two periods
is also given. White areas indicate places where the difference
is not statistically significant.
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Distribution of the annual number of dry days (SWI< 0,4)
over the Adour-Garonne basin, for the 5 couples of GCM/RCM
models over the 1976-2005 period (blue)
and for three time horizons (2021-2050, 2051-2070, 2071-2100)
for the RCP 4.5 (orange) and 8.5 (red).
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Annual evolution of the maximum daily precipitation aggregated
by geographical area. On the x-axis, the geographical areas:
the 11 administrative regions from north to south, then the North
of France (NRD), South (SUD), the Mediterranean rim (MED)
and France. A rectangle corresponds to a geographical area
and is divided into two: the left triangle characterizes
the percentage of significant upward trends, the right triangle
the percentage of significant downward trends. The color
of the triangle indicates the proportion of significant trends,
respectively upward (green) or downward (brown).
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Dissemination of CNRM
climate simulations
performed for CMIP6
The 6th IPCC synthesis report will be
published in the second half of 2022. This
report will be based in particular on the work
presented in the special reports published
in 2018 and 2019 as well as on the work
carried out by Working Groups 1 to 3 which
will deliver their conclusions in 2021.
CNRM is involved in these reports through
the direct contribution of several colleagues
but also through the realization of global
climate simulations within the framework of
the intercomparison exercise CMIP6.
Begun in 2014, this exercise is coming to an
end for the CNRM and a first assessment can
be made : 35,000 simulated years, about 300
Million computing hours over 2016-2020 on
Météo-France computers having generated
about 1.3 Po of data (310 simulations
performed with the 3 model configurations
of the CNRM-CERFACS group). Respecting
the standards required by CMIP6, these
simulations are distributed in free access
through the CNRM ESGF3 datanode. Thanks
to the commitment of CNRM engineers and
researchers in collaboration with CERFACS4
and IPSL5, the CNRM CMIP6 simulations
were the first to be distributed in the summer
of 2018.
Although the CNRM ESGF node only
distributes its own climate simulations, it is
the 3rd node worldwide to have distributed
the largest volume of data since 2018. It is
surpassed by only two nodes that offer, in
addition to their own data, copies of most
of the existing CMIP6 simulations including
those of the CNRM-CERFACS. Among the 39
institutions contributing to CMIP6, the most
downloaded data from the ESGF Federation,
all nodes combined, are those of the CNRMCERFACS.

Extreme event
attribution
In order to estimate the influence of climate
change on the occurrence of extreme
events, a new attribution method has been
developed. This method uses climate models
(the CMIP5 or CMIP6 ensemble) - which
provide a prior of reality - to estimate the
probability of occurrence of these events,
which is then constrained by observations.
This new approach has been applied to
the July 2019 heat wave, allowing to infer a
probability multiplied by (20 to +∞, interval
95%) in 2019, and a temperature increase
of +2°C (+1.5°C to +2.7°C) compared to
a world without human influence. . The
projection in 2040 (for the RCP8.5 scenario)
estimated that the probability is multiplied
by 3500 (75 to +∞), and a temperature
increase of +3.6°C (+2.6°C to +4.6°C). These
developments have been published, and the
source code allowing the example treated to
be reproduced has been made public.
This method has been applied internally at
Météo-France to several extreme events: the
French heat waves of August 2003, June/
July 2019 and the heat wave of September
2020. In the framework of the Copernicus
C3S-62 project, in collaboration with the
KNMI, Oxford University, the Met Office,
the Deutsche Wetterdienst, and the Dutch
e-science center, a prototype rapid service for
extreme event attribution is being developed
using this new attribution method, as well
as a method developed by KNMI. In the
framework of this service, an exercise for
the attribution of the Siberian heat wave
of July 2020 was conducted. These results
have been the subject of a first publication
in the WWA (without a review committee),
and a second publication is currently being
reviewed.
10
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Climate indicators
for wind energy
in France
The actions for the energy transition led
in many countries, including France, are
based on the development of wind energy
and require climate indicators adapted
to both historical references and climate
projections in order to verify the relevance
of projected energy production. Until the
last few years, the climate data available for
the wind energy sector only concerned local
data or global reanalyses. More recently,
a replay of the AROME model was carried
out to produce a 2.5 km wind atlas over
France, covering the period 2000-2019.
Work was initiated in 2020 to extend
these analyses to the SAFRAN reanalysis
available at 8-km resolution over
France since 1958, as well as climate
projections from the DRIAS-2020 dataset.
As the height of wind turbine hubs is
around 100 m, energy companies need
wind measurements at 100 m. So, after
assessing the quality of the SAFRAN 10 m
wind by comparing it with observations
and the AROME replay, a reconstruction
of a 100 m wind was performed using
different methods, then an analysis was
carried out on change in wind potential
in France between 1958 and 2019.
The study also explored the evolution
of wind in future climate in France using
climate indicators based on wind data from
the DRIAS-extrapolated 100 m wind set. It
is about 12 climate projections in scenario
RCP8.5 debiased by the ADAMONT method.
These data are planned to be published on
the DRIAS portal in 2021.
11
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downloaded data (Gb) since 2018 by majors ESGF datanodes
(source http://esgf-ui.cmcc.it/esgf-dashboard-ui/ )
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In both figures, the red line indicates the estimated value,
the red zone the 95% confidence interval,
the grey dashed lines highlight the years 2019 and 2040.
Top: Increased risk due to climate change.
The crossed out red zone corresponds to a period when the probability
that the heat wave is impossible in the factual and counterfactual world
is at least equal to 5%. Bottom: Temperature change due
to climate change.
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Regional trend of mean wind at 100 m
for the period 1959-2019 in France, calculated
with SAFRAN data extrapolated from the seasonal vertical
profiles of the ERA5 reanalysis.
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Climate change
in France in the
21st century based on
the DRIAS-2020 dataset
The new DRIAS-2020 dataset for climate
projections in France is based on a selection
of thirty regionalised climate simulations,
corrected with the ADAMONT method
applied on the SAFRAN observations. This
subset of the simulations available in the
Eurocordex database was selected for its
representativeness of future changes in
temperature and precipitation over France.
A diagnosis on climate change in the 21st
century was established from this set of
simulations covering three socio-economic
scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5:
• The mean temperature is increasing for all
three scenarios, with a continuous rise until
the end of the century (period 2071-2100)
for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, with median values
reaching +2.1°C and +3.9°C respectively.
This warming, more marked in the summer,
presents a geographical variability with a
stronger increase in the east of the country. This
change in temperature is also reflected in the
extremes, with a dramatic rise in the number
of heat wave days in all three scenarios.
• The evolution of annual precipitation
amount, stable or slightly increasing
depending on the horizons and scenarios, is
accompanied by model uncertainty, which can
reverse the sign of the trend. This evolution
is subject to seasonal (increase in winter,
decrease in summer) and geographical
variations (increase in the northern half and
decrease in some regions of the South). The
evolution of extreme precipitation and summer
droughts also presents strong uncertainties.
All of the results are detailed in the DRIAS-2020
report, which is available on the DRIAS portal
(www.drias-climat.fr).

Seasonal forecast
Research Report 2020: Evaluation of precipitation
re-forecasts in Météo-France System 7
The Météo-France seasonal forecasting
system 7 uses the CNRM-CM6-1 high
resolution coupled climate model to provide
ensemble forecasts at a 7-month range.
Beyond typical deterministic scores, a
probabilistic evaluation is performed using
the re-forecast over 1993-2016.
To measure the accuracy of the precipitation
re-forecasts, we compute the Brier score for
June-July-August (JJA) re-forecasts initialized
in May in the below, near, and above normal
categories derived from 25 ensemble
members at each grid point. The Brier score
is the mean square error in probability space
between the forecast probability and the
observed outcome. The lower the score, the
better the forecast. Here we use the GPCP
global precipitation analysis as a reference.
The spatial distribution of the Brier score
depends significantly on the method used
to define the category thresholds; in figure
(a), category thresholds are determined
by the GPCP precipitation anomalies. The
Brier score therefore encompasses a mean
bias in probability space. In figure (b), the
re-forecasts are used in cross-validation to
define the category thresholds for each year,
therefore correcting the distribution error.
Errors over the tropical deserts, rainforests,
and West Antarctic are much lower.
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Work has also been undertaken to
characterize the impact of observational
uncertainty on the robustness of evaluation
metrics. Using two references (e.g. GPCP and
MSWEP) to define an observed probability,
the Brier score is further reduced over the
West Pacific and Eurasian continent (not
shown). Future work includes extending this
evaluation to probabilistic scores assessing
the ranked distribution of the ensemble.
13
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Mean temperature difference for the period 2071-2100
(reference 1976-2005 ) according to the RCP 8.5 scenario
for the median of the DRIAS-2020 dataset
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Brier score for above-normal June, July, August (JJA)
precipitation (exceeding the second tercile)
for Météo-France System 7 re-forecasts initialized
in May, over the 1993-2016 period.
The thresholds for the re-forecast probabilities
are computed using the GPCP climatological distribution (a)
or the re-forecast ensemble
in leave-one-out cross-validation (b).

b
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Chemistry, aerosols
and air quality
The forecast of the chemical composition of the atmosphere is part of the missions of Météo-France and responds in particular to the needs
of the French army (sand dusts), air traffic (volcanic ashes) or Prév’Air (health issues). CNRM contributes strongly to these missions by
conducting upstream research to better understand the chemistry and particles (aerosols) in the atmosphere, both through its observation
activities, and modeling and data assimilation approaches.
In terms of in situ observations, new results have been obtained on the aging of black carbon aerosols emitted by biomass fires, explaining
their very high solar radiation absorption capacity, with implications for improving the representation of aerosols in air quality or climate
models.
Moreover, thanks to its expertise at the best international level in aerosol optical depth retrievals from satellite measurements, a CNRM team
has combined data from a belt of 5 geostationary satellites to produce daily quasi-global maps of aerosol optical thicknesses.
Downstream of the observation activities, the use of aerosol data assimilation in MOCAGE allows to improve the analyses and reanalyses of
atmospheric composition, but also to anticipate the added-value of future space missions. This year, the data assimilation of the CALIOP lidar
of the CALIPSO satellite has been successfully tested in order to build an aerosol climatology. In addition, the use of MOCAGE has allowed
to document the impact of volcanic eruptions on air quality, or the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic by taking into account the reduction of
human emissions in Europe. Finally, simulations of several decades carried out with MOCAGE in the framework of the international CCMI2 project have confirmed the good capacity of the model to simulate the mean states and the interannual variability of tropospheric and
stratospheric ozone.
Concerning operational applications, it should be noted that the two former air quality forecast systems based on MOCAGE for the regional
Copernicus service and the national Prév’Air system have been merged into a single system, resulting in better forecasts. This new channel
also provides forecasts for the entire globe.
1


Quasi-global maps of aerosol optical depth and surface albedo
from the combination of five geostationary weather satellites
Geostationary weather satellites are recently
receiving a great deal of attention from the
remote sensing community due to their
increasingly advanced performances for
the continuous monitoring of aerosols and
surface properties. However, geostationary
missions are limited by their partial coverage
of the Earth, which makes them inappropriate
for monitoring long-range transported
aerosols or assimilating the derived satellite
products into global models, for example.
This shortcoming was overcome in a recent
collaboration between CNRM and the
ICARE Data and Services Center thanks to
the simultaneous use of the geostationary
missions GOES-West, GOES-East, MSG,

IODC, and Himawari. The combination of
these five operational weather satellites
evenly located around the planet gives a ring
of geostationary satellites (aka. GEO-ring)
covering the full globe except for the poles,
which are not seen from the geostationary
orbit. The data acquired by this GEO-ring
are currently being processed by ICARE in
near real time using the retrieval algorithm
AERUS-GEO, which is developed at CNRM.
As an example, the figure below shows the
quasi-global maps of daily average aerosol
optical depth and surface albedo retrieved
by AERUS-GEO for August 31st 2020. These
satellite outputs have strong potential for
aerosol and land surface studies thanks
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to their completeness and accuracy. In the
future, CNRM will work on the improvement
of these results thanks to the upcoming
MTG-I mission, which will complete a GEOring exclusively made of next generation
spacecrafts.
2
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GOES-16 satellite image, 09/06/2020 at 1:15 UTC: winds have been blowing strongly over the Sahara for the past three days,
lifting sand particles and creating a plume west of Africa. This type of event contributes to fertilizing the Amazon forest. © Météo-France..
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Quasi-global map of daily aerosol optical depth (a)
and surface albedo (b) obtained by AERUS-GEO
on August 31st 2020. Sub-satellite point and coverage
of each satellite forming the GEO-ring are superimposed.
The albedo map is obtained by combining the albedo
retrieved at 0.6 (blue), 0.8 (green),
and 1.6 (red) microns.
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Importance of CALIOP lidar data
on board the CALIPSO satellite
for the construction of an aerosol climatology based
on data assimilation
Given their effects on the Earth’s radiation
balance, human health and various
economic sectors (energy, transport, etc.),
aerosols are monitored using modelling
and observation tools. The assimilation
of aerosol observations allows the
quantification of their concentrations as well
as their forecasting, which is important for
air quality monitoring within the framework
of Copernicus as wellas the development
of pre-operational tools for volcanic ash
forecasting within the VAAC (Volcanic Ash
Advisory Centre) responsibilities of MétéoFrance.
The aerosol assimilation module
coupled to the MOCAGE model allows
the assimilation of aerosol observations
in terms of optical thickness or lidar
measurements individually or jointly.
The CALIOP lidar on board the CALIPSO
satellite provides information on the vertical
structure of aerosols. In order to build an
aerosol climatology from the assimilation of
CALIOP observations, we have assimilated
CALIOP data over the whole measurement
period since 2007. This climatology will be
used to evaluate the impact of different types

of aerosols during extreme events and also
provide a complete and accurate picture
about their vertical structure.
The attached figure shows the temporal
evolution for the 4 seasons of 2016 of the
backscatter coefficient derived from the
assimilated fields CALIOP data over the
African Sahara. Periods of high desert dust
emission are characterised by high values
of the backscatter coefficient. The dust
emission activity intensifies during spring
and summer (between March and August)
when desert dust can rise quite high in the
atmosphere.
This research using the CALIOP instrument
also helps to prepare future space lidar
missions such as the European Space
Agency’s EarthCare programme or the
international ACCP study in partnership with
CNES.
3


Impact of anthropogenic emissions reductions due
to COVID-19 on air quality
Air quality forecasting is an important health
and societal issue. Operational forecasts are
carried out daily at Météo-France over Europe
as part of the European Copernicus CAMS_50
program, as well as over France as part of the
national Prév’Air consortium.
The particular health context of 2020 and
the restrictions on travel and activities that
have been imposed have greatly reduced
the associated anthropogenic emissions.
This has had a measurable impact on air
quality in major cities across Europe. In
the framework of the European Copernicus
CAMS_50 project, in order to determine the
impact of these restrictions at the European
scale, a posteriori modelling was conducted
using, among others, the transport-chemistry
model MOCAGE, developed at CNRM and
operational at Météo-France.
Emission reduction factors depending
on the emission sector, the country and
the simulated day were developed at the
Barcelona Superconputing Center (BSC)
and applied to the emission cadastres
used as input to the MOCAGE model. The
study period covers the different European

confines (21 February 2020 - 31 July 2020).
Simulations performed with the MOCAGE
model show a significant decrease of around
15% in ozone concentrations over Europe as
a whole, as shown in Figure 1, representing
the relative difference in ground-level ozone
on May 1, 2020 at 12:00 noon, between
two simulations with and without emission
reductions. However, this decrease in
atmospheric concentrations of chemical
compounds is not noticeable on PM10
(aerosol particles less than 10 microns)
because in spring, particles are mostly due
to agricultural activities, which have not been
impacted.
4
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What is the impact
of volcanic SO2
emissions on the global
tropospheric budget
in sulfur species?
Together with human activities, natural
sources such as volcanoes contribute to the
injection of pollutants into the atmosphere.
Using global emission inventories and
chemistry-transport models (here MOCAGE),
it is possible to estimate the amount of sulfur
species emitted, deposited and remaining in
the troposphere: this is the calculation of the
tropospheric budget.
The study is carried out over the year 2013;
a year with not much eruptive events, which
supposes that only passive degassing
influences the budget (Tab. 1). By comparing
two simulations, one with and the other
without volcanic emissions, it is possible to
estimate the contribution of these emissions
to the sulfur budget. At the global scale,
about 81 Tg of sulfur are emitted, of which
15 % by volcanoes. But, the tropospheric
burden in SO2 and sulfate aerosols (SO4)
due to volcanic emissions represents 14
and 27 % respectively. This difference in the
ratio shows the greater capacity of volcanic
emissions to form sulfate aerosols.
These results show the impact of volcanic
emissions on the atmospheric chemical
composition. In the vicinity of volcanoes,
these sulfur emissions play a predominant
role, contributing very strongly to the
presence of sulfur species in the atmosphere
(Fig. 1). Volcanoes can significantly impact
local air quality, causing environmental and
health problems.
In the future, a similar study will be carried
out, but over the year 2014. Unlike 2013, this
year inventories much more eruptive events,
which will allow to compare the additional
contribution of this type of emission on the
tropospheric budget in sulfur species
5
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Temporal evolution of the analysed backscatter
coefficient resulting from the assimilation
of CALIOP lidar data over the African Sahara
and corresponding to the 4 seasons of the year 2016.
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Relative difference in surface ozone concentration
on May 1, 2020 at 12:00 noon, between a reference
simulation without emission reductions
and the simulation taking into account reductions due
to the health situation.

5


Annual mean 2013 tropospheric column contribution
of sulfate aerosols due to volcanic emissions (in %).

Global tropospheric budget with 2013 annual mean
sulfur emissions, sulfur burden and deposition quantities
in Tg. The contribution of sulfur species due to
the different sources of emissions are presented in %.
Efficiency is the ratio between the contribution
to the sulfate aerosol burden and the contribution to
sulfur emissions for a specific source.
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Participation in phase 2
of the international CCMI
exercise
The international CCMI initiative (https://
blogs.reading.ac.uk/ccmi) aims to improve
our knowledge of chemistry-climate
interactions for the past, present and future
projections. To this end, intercomparison
exercises between models are carried out.
The CNRM is once again participating in the
exercise, this time for phase 2. One of the
objectives of this phase 2 is to support the
preparation of the WMO/UNEP Scientific
Assessment of Ozone Depletion Report
2022.
For this purpose, a new version of MOCAGE
has been developed in order to better
describe stratospheric levels, with an upper
limit now at 0.1hPa, instead of 5hPa in the
previous version. The chosen resolution
is 2°x2°, and the meteorological forcing
comes from the CNRM-CM model. Several
simulations have to be carried out.
On the one hand, the capacity of the models
to reproduce the past is evaluated, by
carrying out simulations from 1960 to 2018.
On the other hand, future projections of the
evolution of the chemical composition are
simulated, with two projected scenarios. In
2020, the past simulations have been carried
out, and the projections will be made in 2021.
Another new feature is also the request by
CCM-I to provide a set of simulations rather
than just one, in an attempt to estimate
uncertainties. For each of the simulations, a
set of 3 or 4 realizations is thus carried out
with MOCAGE.
The figure below illustrates the evolution
from 1970 to 2017 of the total ozone column,
averaged over the longitudes, with time as
the x-axis. On the left, the observations
from SBUV-MOD, on the right one of the
MOCAGE simulations on the past. The model
reproduces satisfactorily the evolution of
ozone over the last 60 years.

Unexpected biomass burning aerosol absorption
enhancement explained by the measurement
of black carbon ageing
Extensive seasonal fires over southern Africa
result in the transport of massive amounts
of biomass burning aerosols over huge areas
of the eastern Atlantic Ocean. Recent field
observations highlight that biomass burning
aerosols transported from the coast of
southern Africa to the far north over southern
West Africa were characterized by very strong
absorption. This finding is of paramount
interest, because radiative heating within
the absorbing aerosol layer is hypothesized
to affect the low cloud deck over this specific
region and may ultimately influence the largescale circulation. However, debate remains
about the causes of the strong absorption
observed in biomass burning plumes,
causing ambiguous parameterizations of
their properties in climate models. As part
of the DACCIWA project, the GMEI group from
CNRM deployed a large set of instruments
onboard the ATR-42 airborne platform

6
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to measure the physical properties and
chemical of aerosols over southern West
Africa. Using these measurements coupled
to the radiative transfer model EcRad, our
findings indicate that black carbon particles
dominate the light absorption by biomass
burning aerosols. The ageing (mixing state)
of black carbon particles plays a significant
role in the aerosol optical properties and may
be an important modulator to be considered
in climate models for simulating direct and
semi-direct radiative effects of biomass
burning aerosol over southern West Africa.
7
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Evolution of the total ozone column, as a monthly average and over time (along the x-axis), from 1970 to 2017. On the left, according to the observations of SBUV_MOD
(https://acd-ext.gsfc.nasa.gov/Data_services/merged/), on the right according to the MOCAGE model for one of the four realizations of the set calculated for the CCM-I project.
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(a) Direct radiative effect (DRE) at the top
of the atmosphere and (b) heating rate profile due
to the transport of BBA, calculated from measured
and modelled BBA optical properties assuming different
representation of rBC mixing state. On the left, the boxes
mark the respective median values (middle points),
the 25th and 75th percentiles (left and right box edges),
and the minimum and maximum values (error bars).
On the right, heating rate profiles are averaged
over the campaign.
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Snow
Snow is an essential component of the Earth’s climate system. Snow plays a major role in climate regulation, as a water resource and a key
element of the landscape, for human societies and natural environments. Snow plays an important role in many natural hazards such as
avalanches and floods. Météo-France, and in particular the Centre d’Etudes de la Neige (CEN, Météo-France - CNRS, CNRM), conducts research
to better understand and predict the evolution of the snow cover in the mountains.
In 2020, several major advances have been concretized and published. The assimilation of satellite data in snowpack models will play a crucial
role in the coming years; since it drastically reduce the uncertainties of snow cover simulations. Satellite data offer the unique possibility
of obtaining information on the state of the snowpack over large areas but remain incomplete (clouds, shadows for example). An innovative
methodology has been set up to transfer information from observed areas to unobserved areas via an assimilation system. The PROSNOW
and CLIMSNOW projects have enabled the development of weather and climate services for the winter sports industry. The important impact
of Saharan dust deposits on the duration of the snow cover has been studied in detail for several years and mountain massifs. Finally, at
a small scales, several issues in our current understanding of mass and heat transport in snow have been solved, paving the way for new
decisive advances in physical models of snowpack evolution.

Assimilation of satellite and in-situ observations in snow cover simulations
The knowledge of physical properties of the
snowpack in moutainous areas is critical to
forecast snow-related hazards and optimize
water resources management. Available
observations only offer an incomplete
overview of the snow cover. The use of
numerical models is a mandatory supplement
providing all physical properties of snow at
any time and any point. However, their large
inconsistencies with the reality of the field
strongly limit their current use. Assimilation
of observations to constrain simulations
is the most promising alternative for all
groups operating numerical modelling
systems for snow cover. To this aim, CNRM
has developed an original algorithm so

called “k-localized sequential particle filter”.
It consists in sampling the members of a
simulation ensemble the most consistent
with observations, working iteratively on the
most relevant subdomains. The algorithm is
easy to apply on the most complex snowpack
models such as Crocus. It allows to propagate
information from observed to unobserved
pixels (Figure) and guarantee a realistic
spatial variability of snow cover despite the
heterogeneity of observations coverage.
The added value has been proven for the
assimilation of optical satellite reflectances,
in situ snow depths, and snow depths
obtained by stereo images from the Pléiades
satellites.

Developments in progress intend to apply
this algorithm in high resolution simulations
(250 meters) allowing to take the best benefit
from available satellite observations. The
expected improvements of simulations will
be benefecial for all forecasting systems
relying on these simulations over French
moutain ranges.
1


Innovative weather and climate services for the ski tourism industry
The tourism economy in mountain areas relies
heavily on ski resorts activities. They exploit
the snowpack, a resource that varies greatly
at low and medium altitudes, and which
undergoes reductions under the effect of
climate change. Winter sports resorts manage
the snowpack, in particular through grooming
and snowmaking. Recent scientific advances
have improved the means of anticipating
snow conditions on various time scales.
The H2020 PROSNOW project, coordinated
by Météo-France at CNRM/CEN from 2017
to 2020, brought together 13 partners in the
European Alps countries and 9 pilot resorts. It
has developed an innovative tool combining
meteorological observations and forecasts,
modelling of the natural and managed snow
cover (grooming and snowmaking), and insitu observations (snow depth measured by
snow groomers, water consumption for snow
production) and satellite remote sensing.

This tool quantifies the impact of daily
snow management decisions, at time scales
ranging from a few days to a few months.
This service has started operations in the
winter 2020-2021 in the Alps and Pyrenees
by a consortium involving Dianeige, CGX and
Météo-France.
In 2020, the CLIMSNOW service, operated by
Dianeige, Météo-France and INRAE, has been
launched. It provides ski resorts tailored
information on the impact of future climate
change on their operating conditions, thereby
enabling a relevant inclusion of such input
to the design of climate change adaptation
strategies for this sector, at the scale of
several decades. Furthermore, Météo-France
coordinated and produced pan-European
natural and managed snow cover indicators
under a Copernicus Climate Change Service
contract, available on the C3S Climate Data
Store.
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Useful links:
http://prosnow.org/?lang=en
https://www.climsnow.com/
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/
dataset/sis-tourism-snow-indicators
2
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Impact of assimilation of optical reflectances available once a week and only on sunny slopes above forest line, on the forecasts scores
of snow mass in Grandes Rousses massif (Isère) during 2016-2017 winter. Blue: improvement Red : degradation.
The massif is represented as a pyramid, elevation increases going closer to the center of the circle. Compared to simulations without assimilation of observations,
a very significant added value is obtained not only on observed slopes but also on Northern slopes, without any observation.
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Example of snow production and overview
of the PROSNOW visualization. PROSNOW was featured
in the European Commission contribution
to the GEO Week 2020 and referred to in the statement
by Dr Patrick Child, Deputy Director General for Research
& Innovation (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_RJzWwSFhsw).
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Impact of dust deposition on snowpack evolution
In March 2018, the Caucasus Mountains
were covered with an orange deposit. The
phenomenon of high intensity was widely
reported by the media. A strong storm
coming from the Libyan coasts transported
the Saharan sand mineral particles that
had been deposited in the Caucasus. This
type of phenomenon is sometimes visible
in France, particularly in the Alps and the
Pyrenees. This deposition has a strong
impact on the evolution of the snow cover,
especially at the end of the season when the
orange layers reappear on the surface. The
dark colour, compared to the usual white
colour of snow, causes an increase in the
solar energy absorbed by the snow, energy
that is necessary and then available for an
accelerated melting. To follow the evolution
of dust concentrations at the snow surface
(Figure 1), we used images from the optical
satellite Sentinel-2 and detailed numerical
simulations of the snow cover. Whatever the
altitude, the simulations show that the dust
deposition caused an accelerated melting of

the snow cover by one to two tens of days.
The impact is more pronounced at higher
altitudes, with an advanced melting date of
23 ± 7 days (2200m), than at lower altitudes,
15± 3 days (1600m), which is explained by
the fact that at higher altitudes the melting
naturally occurs later, at a time of the season
when more solar energy is available. In
France, this type of phenomenon is observed
almost every winter with very variable
intensities. At the Lautaret pass in the Alps,
we studied the phenomenon in detail for two
winters and showed that dust combined with
carbon soot had shortened the duration of
snow cover by about ten days for these two
winters.
3


Heat and mass transport in the snow microstructure
Characterizing mass and heat transport
in snow is essential for predicting the
evolution of the snow microstructure as
well as the energy and mass balance of this
key component of the Earth system, at the
interface between the atmosphere and the
ground. In current models, these transports
are often treated in an uncoupled manner,
for simplicity.
We studied the coupling between mass
and heat transport in dry snow, and
its homogenization into equivalent
macroscopic properties. Combining
theoretical developments, measurements,
and numerical simulations based on 3D
tomographic images, we showed that,
contrary to a 60 year-old idea, water
vapor diffuses less in snow than in air.
Nevertheless, as illustrated in the Figure,
diffusion increases with the kinetics of
phase change at the ice surface. Moreover,
our results show that in the case where
this kinetics is very fast, an hypothesis
supported by several experimental results,
mass and heat transport become inextricably
entangled. Indeed, vapor molecules carry

a small amount of energy, that is released
when vapor deposits on the surface of the
ice matrix. This energy carried by vapor is
an integral part of the heat flux, and can
increase snow effective conductivity by up
to 50 % for certain snow types.
Our work shows that the quantification of
the phase change kinetics at the ice surface
is required to improve the modeling of heat
and mass transport, which in fine govern the
evolution of the snow cover.
4


Impact
of satellite-based
irradiance products
on mountain snowpack
Mountain snowpack monitoring is essential
for many applications, but remains very
challenging because the snowpack is strongly
influenced by a variety of factors, including
incoming shortwave and longwave radiation.
In this study, an evaluation of the solar and
longwave downwelling irradiance products
(DSSF and DSLF) derived from the Meteosat
Second Generation satellite in the French
Alps and the Pyrenees is presented. The
satellite-derived products were compared
with forecast fields from the meteorological
model AROME and with reanalysis fields
from the SAFRAN system. A new satellitederived product (DSLFnew) was developed
by combining satellite observations and
AROME forecasts. An evaluation against in
situ measurements showed lower errors for
satellite based products in terms of solar
irradiances. For longwave irradiances, it
was difficult to identify the best product
due to contrasted results falling in the
range of uncertainty of the sensors. Spatial
comparisons of the different datasets
over the Alpine and Pyrenean domains
highlighted a better representation of the
spatial variability of solar fluxes by DSSF and
AROME than SAFRAN. We also showed that
the altitude gradient of longwave irradiance
is too strong for DSLFnew and too weak
for SAFRAN (see the attached figure). All
datasets were then used as radiative forcing
together with AROME near-surface forecasts
to drive distributed snowpack simulations by
the model Crocus in the French Alps and the
Pyrenees. An evaluation against in situ snow
depth measurements showed higher biases
when using satellite-derived products,
despite their quality. This effect is attributed
to some error compensations in the
atmospheric forcing and the snowpack
model that needs to be investigated further.
5
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(a) Location of the study site
and of the dust origin region,
(b) S2 time series, left column RGB composite,
right column, estimated dust content in ppm.
Shaded areas are clouds or no snow (dark grey)
or mixed, inclined or noisy pixels (light grey).
The 4 locations correspond to snow depth measurement
sites (M1, M2, M3), dust content measurement site (D)
and a reference flat area (F). On the top right,
a zoom of the dust content maps is provided
for the black rectangle. Cleaner ski slopes are visible
on the map (see zoom).

b


4


Impact of surface kinetics on the diffusion
of water vapor in snow. In all cases,
water vapor diffuses less in snow than in air.

5



(top) Average of the DSLF (Alpes and Pyrenees) from 1
August 2010 to 31 July 2014. (bottom):
Vertical gradient of LW products in the French Alps and
Pyrenees, with LSA SAF in green, AROME in blue,
SAFRAN in red, DSLFnew in orange. The envelopes
represent the mean ± the standard deviation.
The dashed black line represents the climatological LW↓
vertical gradient of –29 W m–2 km–1 from Marty et al.
(2002).
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Oceanography
Two kinds of research work in oceanography are presented this year. The first one highlights different and original developments in the field
of observation. Innovative observation of sea state along the coast using simple cameras ranges in the category of ‘opportunity systems’,
a well-established practice in meteorology. The retrieved data are compared to the operational wave models. This work is being carried out
with the Institut de Recherche pour le Développement and a start-up company housed in the incubator located at the Météopole. The second
illustration takes advantage of the satellite observation infrastructures in order to combat plagues such as sargassum algae. Météo-France
innovates and makes the most of its know-how, its processing chains and digital modelling systems to constantly develop its contributions
to understanding our environment and its disruptions, and to prevent risks.
Major hazards and striking events are also a key motivation for work addressing the complexity of air-sea interactions and their role in
coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomena. This applies to sea surface temperature fronts and the associated atmospheric response – like the
fog associated with the tide-related excursions of the Ushant front, and the heavy maritime traffic sailing in and out of the Channel -, but
also to Mediterranean events and tropical cyclones. In all cases, more sophisticated modelling of the coupling between the atmosphere
and the ocean is a determining factor in improving our understanding of these phenomena and our forecasting capabilities.
Research efforts range from processes, which are revisited in depth, to modelling tools, from those reserved for the laboratory to models
used in operations. Ocean-atmosphere interactions, taking sea state into account, are a key to a number of phenomena with high stakes
for our coastal territories and maritime activities, both in mainland France and in the overseas territories.

Remote sensing of Sargassum for operational early warning bulletins.
Remote sensing of Sargassum is a relatively
new field of the remote sensing studies
becoming the more and more important
with more frequent hazardous impact on
the coastal communities, especially in the
Caribbean sector.
Since 2020, we have started developing
a system of early satellite monitoring of
the Sargassum mats in the deep-ocean
sector. This early detection of Sargassum is
necessary as the preparatory information for
the numerical predictions of the Sargassum

shoaling, but also for the local decision
makers who can choose a good strategy
to cope with this problem. At present we
develop a set of algorithms for different
satellite sensors (MODIS, OLCI, VIIRS, and
others) using visual, infrared and nearinfrared wavelengths. The task is, thus,
challenging as one of the most problematic
features is the clouds that should be filtered
out. The main goal of our team is a multisensor algorithm providing the most precise
information on the Sargassum mats positions

at different spatial and temporal resolution.
The first results of the algorithm development
for MODIS sensor are promising and are
being validated by a team of local experts
and some expedition data. The new sensors
will be added to the operation algorithm next
years to increase the temporal resolution and
the quality of delivered information.
1


WASP (Wave-age dependant stress parameterization)
a new parameterization of air-sea turbulent fluxes accounting
for the wave impact
Representing accurately the surface
turbulent exchanges between the ocean and
the atmosphere is important for a number
of numerical weather prediction of climate
applications. Intensification of tropical
cyclones for instance is known to depend
both on the amount of heat extracted from
the sea and the shear due to surface friction.
A polyvalent parameterization of momentum
and turbulent heat fluxes at sea has been
developped for the SURFEX v8.0 surface
model. This wave-age dependent stress
parameterization (WASP) combines a
close fit to available in situ observations,
including estimates of drag coefficient and
transfer coefficient for heat fluxes up to

wind speed of 60 m s-1 with the possibility
of activating the impact of wave growth
on the wind stress. It is based on different
physical principles depending on the surface
wind range considered and the state of the
art of the associated surface processes. It
can be used with the different atmospheric
models in use at Météo-France coupled with
the surface model SURFEX, namely AROME,
ARPEGE and Meso-NH. It has been validated
in several case studies covering different
surface conditions known to be sensitive to
the representation of turbulent fluxes: i) the
impact of a SST front on low-level flow by weak
wind; ii) the simulation of a Mediterranean
heavy precipitating event where waves have
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been shown to influence the low-level wind
and displace precipitation; iii) a tropical
cyclone; and iv) a climate run over 35 years.
It shows skills comparable or better to the
different parameterizations in use in the
SURFEX v8.0 so far.
2
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The Sargassum mats and their AFAI (Alternative Floating Algae Index)
detected in the Western Atlantic Ocean on May 9, 2020 using MODIS/Terra sensor
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Difference of (a) sensible heat transfer coefficient and (b) 2-m temperature between
the atmospheric 35-year climate run with WASP and the present parameterization ECUME.
Black lines indicate differences significant at 95 % uncertainty.

b
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Validation of a video processing system
for sea state observations
Coastal sea state observations are crucial
for Météo-France’s wave and flooding alert
system, for continued monitoring and for
improving the wave model. For more than
ten years, the use of coastal cameras to
make these observations has been an
area of active research within the scientific
community. This measurement tecnique was
tested in 2020 in collaboration with Waves’n
See, a start-up hosted on-site at MétéoFrance in Toulouse.
Their algorithms, developped from research
undertaken at IRD, derive sea state
parameters from webcam images. The
study focused on two existing cameras at
Capbreton (from Viewsurf, in partnership
with IRD). The wave period is computed using
temporal samples and by processing of the
images’ luminosity. Blury images because of
sea-spray are detected and removed. Then,
without prior knowledge of the camera’s
caracteristics, a georeferencing of the image
is performed allowing the calculation of wave
heights.

Data from a coastal wave model correlate
well with the camera’s parameters, though
there is still need for improvement. These
results are all the more encouraging
because the cameras were part of an existing
network intended for leisure activities and
its technical specifications (focal length,
height,...) were unknown.
The validation has been limited by a lack of
in-situ observations. This will be addressed
by validating cameras from other sites
against nearby buoy measurements.
3


Coupling
the AROMES-OM
with NEMO
5 AROME models have been operational since
2016 in the Indian Ocean, the Caribbean,
Guyana, New Caledonia and Polynesia. The
AROMES-OM domains are mainly covered by
a tropical ocean on which tropical cyclones
can develop. Since 2017, the surface
scheme of the AROMES-OM includes a 1D
parametrization of the Ocean Mixed Layer
(OML) which allows to take into account the
rapid changes in ocean temperature induced
by cyclones. The coupled simulations initially
carried out at LACy with MesoNH and the
NEMO or CROCO ocean models had shown
that the OML parametrization tends to
underestimate the cooling under cyclones.
A coupled configuration of AROME-Indian
Ocean-NEMO was developed this year in
order to test the impact of the 3D coupling on
a larger number of cyclones and to evaluate
its interest in an operational context. The first
simulations show that the coupled model
can lead to very strong oceanic cooling in
areas where the cyclone is quasi-stationary
for several hours (see Figure). Sensitivity
tests on the mixing processes in the ocean
model are underway in order to optimise the
NEMO configuration for the resolutions used
and the forcing by strong cyclonic winds.
However, given the extreme scarcity of ocean
data in Indian Ocean cyclones, it is difficult
to validate the state of the ocean at a scale
of a few tens of kilometres in areas covered
by clouds.
The AROME-OI/NEMO configuration will
be further enriched in 2021 thanks to the
coupling with the WW3 wave model, which
will allow to test new parameterizations of
the flux at the ocean-atmosphere interface
integrating the wave characteristics provided
by WW3.
4
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Graph of the wave height (m) of the camera (red), of the WW3 Météo-France model (green) and of the Anglet buoy (blue – Cerema and Pau university),
at the south camera of Capbreton in 2018
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SST (left panels) and cross-section of the ocean temperature in the OML and and of the currents (right panels) after 12 hours of simulation
for cyclone Gelena (07/02/2019) (a)-(c) operational configuration with the 1D parameterization of the OML (b)-(d) coupled simulation AROME-NEMO;
an ocean warm-up of 24h prior to the simulation is used in this case.
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Engineering, campaigns
and observation products
Experimental research activity at Météo-France has been severely disrupted by the pandemic. Most of the campaigns planned for 2020
had to be postponed. The campaign on fog in the Landes region, started in 2019 (SOFOG3D programme) had to be interrupted slightly
early. It enabled the acquisition of valuable data on the 3D structure of fog thanks to an original instrumental device. The international
EUREC4A campaign in Barbados on trade wind clouds and oceanic eddies took place at the very beginning of the year. It involved SAFIRE’s
ATR42, operating far from its bases, and CNRM’s ultralight and light drones, the former flying in swarms, the latter carrying out long-range,
low-altitude flights over the sea, all in coordination with air traffic. Instrumental development activities were less disrupted. Thanks to
an innovative technological solution borrowed from the GSMA laboratory, a probe for the rapid measurement of humidity in a tethered
balloon was successfully tested. Turbulent latent heat fluxes can now be measured at altitude. The adaptation of the MAP-IO observation
system to the harsh sea conditions and the low bandwidths of the telecommunication system available on the ship Marion-Dufresne has
been validated. The preparation of Meteosat Third Generation is underway. Data from the meteopole’s permanent observation station were
used by the DSM to evaluate vegetation wetting models for the benefit of agricultural services. Finally, the study of the urban heat island,
a concern of cities faced with global warming, benefited from the observations of autonomous stations deployed in a network in Toulouse,
as well as from temperature measurements carried out in personal cars, which are increasingly connected. These techniques, which are
expected to develop, offer great potential for documenting climate conditions on a very fine scale in cities.

Observation engineering and products
Measurement and modeling of wetting duration
Liquid water is frequently found on the
surface of the leaves. This phenomenon is
called humectation and promotes fungal
and bacterial diseases. Its duration is a
key factor in decision-making tools for the
agricultural end-users.
Based on experiments carried out on the
Toulouse site, with the support of the CNRM /
GMEI research group and the DOS/SENSORS
unit, the DSM/CS/AGRO team confirmed the
strong variability in the wetting duration
measurements according to the sensor used
or its installation configuration (figure a).

The final objective of this study is to build a
model based on meteorological parameters
in order to overpass this variability.
Wetting duration measurements and
meteorological parameters from the
METEOPOLE-FLUX instrumented site,
available since mid 2012, were used as
reference for the three following models :
• RHT whose best statistical fit is obtained for
the relative humidity (RH) threshold of 86%.
• CART, based on a decision tree whose most
relevant predictors are relative humidity,
rain, temperature and wind (figure b).
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• a calibrated physical model considering the
leaf as a reservoir; it gives the worst results.
The CART model performs better despite an
underestimation of the wetting duration. Due
to its easy implementation, the RHT remains
a quite good solution.
Sensors will be installed in other locations
in 2021 to test the geographical portability
of these results.
1
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(a) Comparative measurements of 4 identical sensors
(b) Decision tree
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The 20Hz humidity
under tethered balloon
Turbulent processes and in particular
sensible and latent heat fluxes are mainly
responsible for energy transfers between
the surface and the atmosphere within the
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
It is in this context that vertical observation
of turbulent parameters is of interest. The
probe shown in figure “a” was developed in
2010 in order to measure the thermodynamic
parameters at very high frequencies (20Hz)
and the sensible heat flux in order to know
the heat exchanges within the ABL.
This lightweight instrument, weighing
less than 3 kilograms, measures the
thermodynamic parameters during vertical
profiles carried out under a tethered
balloon between the ground and 800m.
These measurements are complementary to
the measurements on mast and/or research
aircraft during field campaigns dedicated to
ABL.
In order to increase our knowledge on
moisture exchanges within the boundary
layer, in cooperation with the GSMA
laboratory in Reims we have associated to
the existing fast sensor a mini spectrometer
with a laser diode weighing less than one
kilogram in order to measure moisture
fluctuations to calculate the latent heat flow.
During the experimental campaign of the
SOFOG3D project, this probe was used to
carry out tests. Since then, corrections have
been necessary such as the position of the
mirrors in relation to the orientation of the
probe and the sun. Soon other tests will be
carried out, notably in a calibration chamber
to ensure that the humidity measurement is
comparable to conventional measurements.
In July 2021, it will be deployed during the
LIAISE field campaign in Spain to complement
the measurements provided on a 50m mast
and those on an aircraft.
The deployment of this probe will represent a
strong asset in this measurement campaign
where the understanding of the redistribution
of humidity brought by irrigation on the
vertical is essential.
2


Water phase detection at cloud top
from geostationary satellite
Cloud thermodynamic phase detection
is essential for cloud optical properties
estimation. Cloud phase is currently
determined using brightness temperature
difference from infrared channels at 8.7 and
10.8 μm for the radiometer seviri onboard
MSG1. The satellite MTG2 will carry a
radiometer with a channel at 10.5 μm that will
have a negative impact on the cloud phase
algorithm.
Indeed, the absorption properties of ice
and liquid water are very similar at 10.5 μm
compared to 10.8 μm. As a result, the ability
of the 10.5 μm band to separate the cloud
phase is significantly reduced. It is confirmed
by the simulations represented in the figure
where it can be noted that the scatter plot
at 10.8 μm (see figure A) has a much higher
variability than the one at 10.5 μm (see
figure B), and that the overlap between ice
water clouds and liquid water clouds is less
significant for the band at 10.8 μm than for
the band at 10.5 μm.

The Beta-ratio is computed as a ratio of the
cloud effective absorption coefficients at
different wavelengths. The simulation results
of this parameter are represented in the figure
C for MSG (10.8 μm band) and in figure D for
MTG (10.5 μm band). It can be highlighted
that the liquid and ice water phase are much
better separated with the Beta-ratio, thus
offering interesting perspectives for the
classification of the cloud phase.
3


New observing systems of the Urban Heat Island
at infra-urban scale
The observing networks of the National
Meteorological Services primarily aim to
observe the weather at synoptic and mesoscales. The meteorological stations are then,
most often, located outside cities. However,
in the goal to improve the weather forecasting
in cities at hectometric scale, one need to
have access to meteorological observations
at high resolution within cities.
A network of approximately 70 meteorological
stations has been co-constructed between
Toulouse Metropole agglomeration and
the CNRM, and has been fully operationally
integrated within the city administration
services. The Internet of Things is used to
transfer in real-time the data, in order to
realize maps of the Urban Heat Island. This
network (figure a) allowed to analyze the infraurban variability of the Urban Heat Island.
For example, industrial and commercial
zones, which are often considered as being
hot-spots during day by city stakeholders,
are in fact slightly cooler than the city center
and other suburban areas, except din late
afternoon.
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On the other hand, cities are a source of
many opportunistic data that can be of
interest for the meteorology. The personal
connected cars are increasingly present in
the French vehicle fleet. During night, the
embedded thermometers are if particularly
good quality (less than 1°C of difference
with meteorological urban stations). These
data are particularly rich to study the urban
microclimate. A PhD thesis has started on
this subject, and allowed to map the Urban
Heat Island on several cities (e.g. Paris, on
figure b).
4



Turbulence probe under tethered balloon during a test flight. The mini spectrometer that measures fast humidity
is installed on the right arm of the sonic anemometer.
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Simulations of brightness temperature difference
and Beta-ratio for liquid water cloud and ice water cloud
as seen by Meteosat Second Generation (a and c)
and Meteosat Third Generation (b and d). On each graph
we represent liquid water clouds in red, ice water clouds
in blue and mixed phase clouds in grey.
We notice that in the plane (Beta-ratio - Brightness
Temperature) the liquid and ice phases
are better separated than in the plane
(Brightness Temperature Difference - Brightness
Temperature).

4



(a) Urban Heat Island observed by the meteorological stations urban network co-constructed with Toulouse Metropole (data of 29th July 2019, at 6h30). Source : PhD thesis of G. Dumas.
(b) Urban Heat Island observed by connected on Paris agglomeration the 3rd of August 2019 at 21 UTC. Source : PhD thesis of E. Marquès.
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Campaigns
The SOuthwest FOGs 3D experiment
for processes study (SOFOG3D) field
campaing 2019-2020
Fog strongly perturbs transportation and
accurate forecasts are thus required to reduce
its impact on human activities. The main
objective of the SOFOG3D project, funded
by Météo-France and ANR, is to advance our
understanding of fog processes to improve
fog forecasts. The project, coordinated by
the CNRM, involves LMD/IPSL and LATMOS/
IPSL. The experiment seeks an international
dimension with participation of the Met
Office, the Köln University, MeteoSwiss and
industrial partners.
A six months field experiment has been
conducted from October 2019 to March 2020
in the Landes plain to provide 3D mapping of
the boundary layer during fog events.
Three nested domains has been instrumented
to collect observations from regional scale
down to local scale on the super-site (Figure
1). The super-site has been selected in an
agricultural exploitation to contrast large
open area with pine forest slots. Detailed
measurements of meteorological conditions,
aerosol properties, fog microphysics,
water deposition, radiation budget, heat
and momentum fluxes on flux-masts were
performed on four areas with different
characteristics to investigate the impacts of
surface heterogeneities on fog processes.

Two 94 GHz cloud radars were operated. In
addition in situ measurements of turbulence
and droplet size distribution were performed
under a tethered balloon. Such a unique
configuration allowed for the first time a
volume sampling of a fog layer. Combination
of cloud radar and microwave radiometer
(MWR) measurements will allow optimal
retrieval of temperature, humidity and liquid
water content profiles. At the regional scale,
a network of 8 MWR on 6 sites was deployed
to investigate their impact on fog forecast
through assimilation.
During intensive observation periods, 15
fog events were sampled with the tethered
balloon, including 7 with UAV flights with
some legs reaching ~5 km long, and 180
radiosoundings were launched.
Process studies will now be conducted on
very well documented situations, using
synergy between 3D high-resolution Large
Eddy Simulation and unprecedented 3D
detailed observations.
5


Study of trade
wind cumuli using UAS
during EURECA
In February and March 2020, CNRM deployed
unmanned aerial systems (UAS) in Barbados
during an international field campaign,
EURECA, co-led by the Max Planck Institute
(Germany), the Laboratoire de Meteorologie
et Dynamique (France) and the Carribean
Institute for Meteorology & Hydrology
(Barbados). The objective of this campaign
is to study the processes of cloud formation
in tropical regions, which constitute a major
source of uncertainty in estimates of climate
change.
Two types of UAS were used:
• Lightweight Skywalker X6 UAS (2.5 kg, 1h
endurance) carried out autonomous adaptive
flights as a fleet to follow the life cycle of trade
wind cumuli as part of the NEPHELAE project:
17 adaptive flights were conducted using
autonomous sampling strategies by following
the evolution of individual clouds for more
than 10 kilometers.
• The Boréal UAS (25 kg, 7h / 700 km of
autonomy) flew over the Atlantic Ocean in
the “Trade Wind Alley” to characterize the
ocean-atmosphere exchanges. Equipped with
sensors (aerosols, turbulence, wave height,
temperature, humidity) and a transponder,
the Boréal UAS coordinated flights with other
research planes and oceanographic vessels
for the first time, and flew for a total of 33
hours covering 3,260 km. The participation
of the Boréal UAS was funded by an ANR (S.
Bony, LMD) and Météo France.
These latest operations provide
unprecedented meteorological observations
to answer essential scientific questions
(ocean-atmosphere exchanges, cloud life
cycle), and demonstrate the complementarity
of observations by UAS in a large-scale
international project.
6
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Larger domain 300 x 200 km (AROME-500m model) with in-situ
sensors (~ 50 surface met. stations) and MWR (6 sites) networks

Agen :
radar/MWR

Surrounding domain 30 x 50 km
with increased density in-situ
sensors network (+8 surface met.
stations with visibility, 40m
watchtower, 10m mast flux and 2
ceilometers)


SOFOG3D experimental strategy : the 3 nested domains
in the Southwest of France and the locations
of the 9 instrumented sites on the super-site.

Toulouse :
Météopole
flux station,
MWR

Super-site 6 x 10 km
- tethered balloon, UAVs and RS operations,
- 2 cloud radars, 3 MWR, aerosol and wind lidars and 3 ceilometers,
- aerosol shelter, cloud microphysics, 9 surface met. stations, 10m and 50m masts and 40m watchtower
Open fields

Forest slots

UAVs sampling
LE-TUZAN
40m watchtower

FORET-CANAILLE

NEPHELAE - EUREC4A operations with lightweight
Skywalker X6 UAS equipped with cloud, temperature
and relative humidity sensors (left).
A view of the trade wind cumuli during the field
campaign (right)
The Boréal UAS instrumented for measurements
of ocean-atmosphere exchanges (left)
and the trajectories of coordinated research aircraft flights
during EUREC4A (right).

CHARBONNIERE
JACHERE
50m mast

BASTA-CHAMP

5 km

FORET-TANON
10m mast

CHAMP-TANON
CAPE-SUD

UKMO-LE-COUYE
50m mast
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EURECA, much closer
to the cumulus
of trade winds
The SAFIRE airborne research infrastructure,
shared by Météo-France, CNRS and Cnes, was
one of the pillars of the observation system
of EURECA. This European project, initiated
by researchers from the CNRS in France and
the Max-Planck Institut in Germany, aims to
better understand the functioning of trade
winds and mid-scale oceanic eddies. These
determining elements for the climate were
therefore explored in detail from the island of
Barbados by Météo-France ATR42 operated by
SAFIRE, between January 26 and February 14,
2020. The experimental set-up of the project
also included the German HALO aircraft,
CNRM drones, plus French and German
oceanographic vessels. American ship and
plane, as well as an English plane joined the
device because of the major interest of the
research subject.
The SAFIRE ATR42 reached the Caribbean by
taking the route of the Aéropostale pioneers:
piloting the especially prepared plane, the
crew joined Barbados in five flights, including
one of 8 hours to cross the South Atlantic from
Cape Verde to Brazil. Therefore at Bridgetown
airport ,the Safire experts had to apply a very
unusual procedure by integrating back into
the plane the many items of equipment that
were transported by air or sea freight, to make
the plane as light as possible.
Despite the unusual and difficult working
conditions for the SAFIRE team, the scientific
data is there, to the satisfaction of the project
managers.

SCARBO, an airborne demonstration
of a new greenhouse gases detection technique
for future space missions
SAFIRE (Research Infrastructure of CNRS,
Météo-France and Cnes) have been involved
with their Falcon 20 in a key milestone of the
SCARBO project, its demonstration airborne
campaign. The Horizon 2020 project SCARBO
(Space CARBon Observatory) is implemented
by a consortium of 10 European organisations
led by Airbus Defence and Space. It aims at
solving a key challenge of anthropogenic
greenhouse gases (GHGs) monitoring from
space: improve the temporal revisit over the
various sites of interest while meeting the
accuracy and spatial resolution requirements
(as per the EU guidelines on anthropogenic
GHGs monitoring).
The main objectives of the airborne campaign
were to perform a proof of concept of the
NanoCarb miniaturised prototype sensor raising it from a technology concept (TRL2) to a
validated technology in relevant environment
(TRL5) - and to demonstrate, for the very
first time, the improved aerosol correction
for Green House Gas retrievals using real
measurements.
In order to reach these objectives, two sensors
have been installed on the SAFIRE Falcon 20:
• The NanoCarb airborne prototype, codeveloped by the University of Grenoble and
ONERA, for the monitoring of CO2 plumes,
• SPEXairborne (Spectro-polarimeter for
Planetary EXploration), co-developed by
Airbus-NL and SRON for aerosol measurements
With co-located Spectrometer and Multi-Angle

Polarimeter measurements, the airborne
campaign has been the first combined CO2 and
aerosol airborne remote sensing experiment.
The SAFIRE Falcon 20 has performed different
flights with the objective to monitor of strong
CO2 emitters over Poland and the monitoring
of high aerosol loading (Aeronet stations)
over Italy and Spain. Other flights over
TCCON stations were originally scheduled for
validation as well as flights over calibration
scenes to support NanoCarb measurements.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the demonstration campaign originally planned in
May 2020 was finally performed during an
alternative time slot in October. The flight
conditions were not as good as initially
expected and had an impact on the selection
of the flight targets and on the exploitation
of the measurements. Others flights will
have to be organised later to get conclusive
measurements and to confirm a significant
scientific breakthrough with a direct benefit
for future satellite GHG space-borne missions.
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A Proven it architecture for the MAP-IO programme
LACy’s ambition is to make the MAP-IO (Marion
Dufresne Atmospheric Program - Indian Ocean)
programme sustainable by turning the ship
into a real mobile laboratory.
MAP-IO’s IT had to take up real challenges to
meet the difficult constraints of harsh marine
conditions and the limitations of the network
link.
The ship is subject to vibrations from its engines
and storms where 10m high waves cause
violent shocks from which the instruments and
computers must be protected.
Two high-availability servers are installed in
the centre of the ship where movements are
less abrupt. Their resistance to accelerations of
several Gs is guaranteed by the manufacturer.
The acquisition PCs are “hardened”. They are
installed in the “weather” room where the
mechanical constraints are more intense and
are fixed on a damping table designed by LACy.
As the humidity, temperature and salinity
in this room are not constant, these PCs can
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withstand wide variations in temperature
or humidity and their casings are made of
aluminium.
All connections are interlocked to prevent cable
detachment in heavy seas.
The (very expensive) bandwidth granted to
MAP-IO by the shipowner is 50 Mb per day.
MAP-IO concentrators analyse the data and
select the data to be transmitted in real time.
The others are retrieved during stopovers
A great deal of work has been done to adapt the
acquisition software to autonomous operation.
The data is monitored and the system already
offers FTP accounts to the PIs.
These first months of operation have enabled
the validation of the system set up.
9
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Back to hangar at sunset
for the ATR42 of SAFIRE (JC Canonici)

Part of the SRON team onboard of SAFIRE Falcon 20
with SPEXairborne and NanoCarb instruments behind.
Credits : SRON
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stationMeteo.jpg: Vaisala weather station
antenna_GPS.jpg: Alloy GPS antenna, grease-protected
tableAmortissange.jpg: cushioning table for the weather room
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Research and aeronautics
Météo-France is deeply involved in the meteorological component of the SESAR European program, which is aiming at modernising the
European system for air traffic management.
After the research work carried out in 2019, which led to the operational provision to forecasters of a new index derived from ARPEGE
deterministic forecasts for the diagnostic of turbulence undergone by planes, a study completed in 2020 demonstrated the added value when
using ARPEGE ensemble forecasts to estimate turbulence risk. Moreover, another activity focused on reduced visibility, another weatherrelated hazard with great impact on air traffic, and its forecast based on the post-processing of AROME model outputs using Machine Learning
methods.
In another area, the SAFIRE Research Infrastructure, which is operating the French national float of research planes, enabled in 2020 the
evaluation and the qualification of the new Global Aeronautical Distress and Safety System (GADSS), showing the importance of these airborne
means, not only for the activities of the research community, but also for the developments to improve air safety.

HELIOS, test flights to improve aviation safety
The Safire Falcon 20 (Research Infrastructure
of CNRS, Météo-France and Cnes) was used
in late 2020 to demonstrate and qualify
to demonstrate and qualify capabilities of
the GADSS global aircraft safety program’s
end-to-end Emergency Locator Transmitter
Distress Tracking (ELT-DT) system.
This major European initiative was
carried out with the financial support of
the European GNSS Agency (GSA) in the
framework of the H2020 Helios project,
bringing together several industrial
partners (Orolia, Air France, Airbus, etc.)
and Cnes. The European GNSS Agency is
the European Union agency responsible
for managing the operations, security and
service provision for the European Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS),
Galileo and EGNOS. It will soon become the
European Union Space Programme Agency
(EUSPA).

This was the first opportunity to evaluate
a system-level implementation of the new
Global Aviation Distress Safety System
(GADSS), in particular its Autonomous
Distress Tracking (ADT) component. The
installation on board the Falcon 20 of a
new type of distress beacon (Emergency
Locator Transmitter Distress Tracking, ELTDT) developed by Orolia allowed these tests
to be carried out in real conditions, with the
support of the Spanish and French Air Traffic
Services, the Spanish and French Mission
Control Centres, the Spanish and French
Rescue Coordination Centres, as well as two
major European Airline Operations Centres.
Safire’s Falcon 20 followed a trajectory
through Spain and France, and the activation
of the beacon was carried out according
to a well-prepared scenario, in order to
simulate a real activation of an aircraft in
distress. The robustness of the alert and

location transmission, involving the Sarsat
MEOSAR Cospas satellite constellation, as
well as the performance of the reception
and ground distribution, were confirmed even with extreme aircraft attitudes. These
tests also provided the opportunity to
review some organizational and process
aspects, in particular the insertion of the
Distress Tracking process into the general
aircraft alert management process, including
communication between Air Traffic Service
Units, Rescue Coordination Centres, and
Airlines Operations Centres in France and
Spain.
SAFIRE has thus participated in the
improvement of air safety, by testing and
validating the requirements of the GADSS
programme for autonomous distress
location, which will be required for new
commercial aircraft to be built after January
2023.

Use of the PEARP ensemble forecast for the prediction
of aeronautical turbulence
A new diagnostic of EDR which forecasts
turbulence suffered by planes has been
available for forecasters and airlines since
July 2019. This diagnostic is computed by the
global model ARPEGE with a deterministic
setup. During the internship of three engineer
students from ENM, we could evaluate how
ARPEGE ensemble forecasts may improve
altitude turbulence forecast.
Although horizontal resolution is lower than
the deterministic version, small differences
between the 35 members provide added

value as early as 12h forecasting lead time.
Thanks to 60 000 in-situ measurements
of EDR performed by airliners during the
second semester 2019, we have shown that
moderate or severe turbulence detection
(1 % of cases) is improved by 8 % compared
to the deterministic version by using
ensemble, without degrading the false alarm
rate. As usual regarding rare events, cases of
turbulence predicted with a high probability
are too rarely detected in the observations:
the reliability is low.
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Some case studies have shown that statistics
about ensemble, like quantiles for example,
would help aeronautical forecasters. A
decision matrix has been developed in
order to help users, comparing risks versus
associated probability.
1


a


1


Using random forests techniques
to forecast visibility with AROME
Predicting visibility reduction phenomena is a major issue for the
aviation operations. In order to meet the needs of this industry,
Météo-France continues a research effort on improving the quality
of NWP visibility forecasts.
The aim of this study is to explore the potential of supervised
machine learning techniques such as “random forests” to forecast
visibility by post-processing model outputs. The learning step is
based on the visibility observations of the french RADOME network
and uses several parameters of the regional model AROME as
predictors. Two approaches are compared: a 2D approach using
only weather ground level predictors, and a 3D approach using
predictors from different vertical levels of the atmosphere.
The scores obtained for winter 2019-2020 show gains in detection
of low visibility events of + 10% to + 15% for the 2D and 3D
approaches, compared to the existing visibility diagnostics at
Météo-France. We also note an over-performance for the 3D
approach. The case studies show a good behavior of the new
diagnosis (Figure - fog situation over Western Europe January
2021).
Moving towards an operational application is the next step. The
use of the 2D approach is currently being validated by forecasters.
The 3D approach requires additional research actions to optimize
the inclusion of vertical information: the use of neural networks is
being considered.

b
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EDR provided by the controlling member of ensemble (a) and value of quantile 75 (b).
Triangles (resp. bold circles) represent pilot reports (resp. auto EDR).
Maximum values taken in the vertical range FL350/450. The predicted
and observed EDR values are shown with the color palette. Situation from 23/02/2020
at 06h simulated with the 00h run.

Low visibility situation over western Europe on January 27, 2021 at 9UTC.
Left figure – Satellite + Radar + Surface visibility fusion - Meteo France product CERVUS. Right figure – Color ranges: Visibility diagnosis
with machine random forest technique (2D approach) based on AROME NWP model - run 00UTC. Numerical values: visibility observations from RADOME, SYNOP
and SOLOMM networks
(red: <1600 m, green: [1600 – 6000 m], yellow: > 6000 m.
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CNRM-ESM2-1 Modèle du système Terre
CNRM-RCSM6 sixième version du système couplé de modélisation 		
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CNRS Centre National de Recherches Scientifiques
CO Monoxyde de Carbone
COMSI Comité scientifique
COPERNICUS European Earth observation system http://www.copernicus.eu/
		pages-principales/services/climate-change/
CORDEX COordinated Regional climate Downscaling EXperiment
CROCO modèle d’océan
CROCUS Modèle de simulation numérique du manteau neigeux 		
		 développé par Météo-France.
CTRIP CNRM-Total Routing Integrated Pathway
DACCIWA Dynamics-Aerosol-Chemistry-Cloud Interactions
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DCSC Direction de la Climatologie et des Services Climatiques
DEAL Direction de l’Environnement, de l’Aménagement
		 et du Logement
DESR Direction de l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche
DGPR Direction Générale de la Prévention des Risques
DGSCGC Direction générale de la Sécurité Civile et de la Gestion
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DIRAG Direction Inter-Régionale Antilles Guyane
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
DRE Effet radiatif direct
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DSM Direction des Services Météorologiques
DSO Direction des Systèmes d’Observation
DSSF Downwelling surface short-wave radiation flux
DWD service météorologique allemand
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts
EcRad code de transfert radiatif
ECUME ECUME paramétrisation des vagues
EDMF Eddy-Diffusivity-Mass-Flux
EDR Eddy Dissipation Rate
ENSO El Nino Southern Oscillation
EOF Fonction Orthogonale Empirique
ERA European Re-Analysis
ESA European Space Agency
ESGF Earth System Grid Federation,
EUMETSAT Organisation européenne pour l’exploitation
		 de satellites météorologiques
EUREC4A Elucidating the role of clouds-circulation coupling in climate
EUROCORDEX Modèle régional de climat
EUSPA l’Agence du programme spatial de l’Union européenne
FEDER Fonds Européen de Developpement Régional
FTP File Transfert Protocol
GADSS système global du programme mondial de sécurité aérienne
GCM Modèle de circulation Générale
GELATO Global Experimental Leads and ice for ATmosphere
		 and Ocean
GEO Group on Earth Observations
GEO-ring ceinture géostationnaire
GET laboratoire de Géosciences Environnement Toulouse
GHER GeoHydrodynamic and Environmental Research
GHF Green House Gazes
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GIEC Groupe Intergouvernemental d’experts sur l’Evolution
		 du Climat
GIRAFE capteur Gravimétrique Interférométrique de Recherche
		 à Atomes Froids Embarqué
GLDB Global Lake DataBase
GMAP Groupe de Modélisation et d’Assimilation pour
		 la Prévision
GMEI Groupe de Météorologie Expérimentale
		 et Instrumentale
GNSS systèmes mondiaux de navigation par satellite
GOES Satellites météorologiques géostationnaires 		
		américains
GPCP Global Precipitation Climatology Project
GSMA association internationale d’opérateurs télécoms
GSX partenaire de Météo-France exploitant l’outil 		
		PROSNOW
GTG Graphical Turbulence Guidance
HAMSTRAD H2O Antarctica Microwave Stratospheric
		 and Tropospheric Radiometer
HCERES Haut Conseil de l’évaluation de la recherche
		 et de l’enseignement supérieur
HCL Hauteur de Couche Limite
HIRLAM HIgh Resolution Limited Area Model
HITRAN HIgh-resolution TRANsmission molecular absorption 		
		 database
HOMONIM Historique Observation MOdélisation des Niveaux 		
		Marins
HRIR High Resolution Infrared Radiometer
HYCOM HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model
HyMeX Hydrological cYcle in the Mediterranean EXperiment
IAGOS In-service Aircraft for Global Observing System
IASI Interféromètre Atmosphérique de Sondage Infrarouge
ICE3 Schéma de nuages
ICICLE Campagne de mesures
IFPEN Institut Français du Pétrole Energies Nouvelles
Ifremer Institut Francais de Recherche pour l’Exploitation
		 de la MER
IFS Integrated Forecasting System
IGE Institut des Géosciences de l’Environnement
INRA Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
INRAE Institut National de Recherche pour l’Agriculture, 		
		 l’alimentation et l’Environnement
IODC Indian Ocean Data Coverage
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Groupe 		
		 d’experts intergouvernemental sur l’évolution du climat)
IPSL Institut Pierre Simon Laplace
IR Infra Rouge
IRD Institut de Recherche pour le Dévelopement
IRIS InfraRed Interfometer Spectrometer
ISBA Interaction Sol-Biosphère-Atmosphère
KNMI Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut
LA Laboratoire d’Aérologie
LACY Laboratoire de l’Atmosphère et des Cyclones – UMR 8105
LAMP Laboratoire de Météorologie Physique
LARGE Laboratoire de recherche en géosciences et énergie
LATMOS Laboratoire Atmosphères, Observations Spatiales
LBLRTM Line-By-Line Radiative Transfer Model
LEFE programme national « Les Enveloppes Fluides et 		
		 l’Environnement »
LIAISE Land surface Interactions with the Atmosphere over 		
		 the Iberian Semi-arid Environment
LIDAR light detection and ranging
LIMA schémas microphysiques
LMD Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique
LMI Lifetime Maximum Intensity
LSA Land Suface Analysis
LSCE Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement
MAP-IO Marion Dufresne Atmospheric Program – Indian Ocean
MCT Modèle de Chimie Transport
MEB Multi-Energy-Balance
MEDSCOPE Mediterranean Services Chain based On climate 		
		Predictions
Megha-Tropiques Satellite fanco-indien dédié à l’étude du cycle de l’eau
		 et des échanges d’énergie dans la zone tropicale
MERCATOR-OCEAN Société Civile Française d’océanographie opérationnelle
MERIT-DEM Modèle Numérique de terrain
MERIT/HYDRO Modèle Numérique de Terrain à haute résolution
MESO-NH Modèle à MESO-échelle Non Hydrostatique
METAR METeorological Aerodrome Report
METOP METeorological Operational Polar satellites

MFWAM Météo-France WAve Model
MJO Madden-Julian Oscillation
Mlake Modèle de bilan de masse des lacs
MOCAGE MOdélisation de la Chimie Atmosphérique
		 de Grande Echelle (modélisation)
MODCOU MODèle hydrologique COUplé surface-souterrain.
MODIS MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer 		
		(instrument)
MOTHY Modèle Océanique de Transport d’HYdrocarbure
MRIR Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer
MSG Météosat Seconde Génération
MSU Microwave Sounder Unit
MTES Ministère de la Transition Ecologique et Solidaire
MTG Météosat Troisième Génération
MTG-I Meteosat Third Generation – Imager
MUST Expérience climat urbain
MW Micro Ondes
MWR radiomètre micro-ondes
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NEMO Nucleus for European Modelling of Ocean
NEPHELAE Network for studying Entrainment and microPHysics
		 of cLouds using Adaptive Exploration
NH3 formule de l’ammoniac
NOAA National Ocean and Atmosphere Administration
NWCSAF Satellite Application Facility for Nowcasting
OACI Organisation de l’Aviation Civile Internationale
OAD Outils d’Aide à la Décision
OASIS-MCT Coupleur
OLCI capteur satellitaire
OMM Organisation Météorologique Mondiale
ONERA Office national d’études et de recherches aérospatiales
OPAR Observatoire de Physique de l’Atmosphère de la Réunion
OPG Orages Points de Grille
OSTIA Operational Sea surface Temperature sea Ice Analysis
PANGAEA Base de données climat
PEARP Prévision d’Ensemble ARPège
PI Prévision Immédiate
PM10 PM10 (particules aérosols de moins de 10 microns) ca
PNT Prévision Numérique du Temps
PROSNOW Provision of a prediction for Snow management
RADOME Réseau d’Acquisition de Données d’Observations 		
		 Météorologiques Etendu
RCM Modèle de Climat Régional
RCP Representative Concentration Pathway
RCP8.5 8.5 W/m² Representative Concentration Pathway 		
		 corresponding to a 8.5 W/m² radiative forcing at the end of
		 the 21st century compared to preindustrial climate
ReNov’Risk Recherche intégrée et innovante sur les risques naturels : 		
		 Impact Météorologique et Océanographique des Cyclones 		
		 Tropicaux sur les territoires du Sud-Ouest de l’Océan Indien
RGB Red Green Blue (satellite)
RHT Relative Humidity Threshold
ROC Relative Operating Characteristic curve
RTTOV Radiative Transfer for TOVS
S2S Sub-seasonal to Seasonal
SAF NWC Satellite Application Facility on support to Nowcasting
SAF OSI Satellite Application Facility for Ocean and Sea Ice
SAFIRE Service des Avions Français Instrumentés pour
		 la Recherche en Environnement
SAFRAN Système d’Analyse Fournissant des Renseignements 		
		 Atmosphériques pour la Neige
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar
SBG Subgrid (phénomènes sous-grille)
SBUV-MOD Solar Backscatter UltraViolet -Merged Ozone Dataset
SCARBO Space CARBon Observatory
SDI Sahara Dust Index
Sentinel-2 satellite optique Sentinel-2
SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research
SEVIRI Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infra-Red Imager
Shom Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine
SIRS Satellite InfraRed Spectrometer
SLSTR Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer
SMMR Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer
SOFOG3D SOuth westFOGs 3D (compréhension des processus
		 de petites échelles pour améliorer les prévisions
		 du brouillard)
SOLOMN Réseau de données météorologiques
SOOI Sud-Ouest Océan Indien
SROCC Rapport Spécial sur l’Océan et la Cryosphère
		 dans un Climat Changeant
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SRON
SSM
SSP
SURFEX
SURFEX/Flake
SWI
SWIM
SYNOP
		
TACTIC
TAF
TCCON
TEB
TEMSI
THIR

Space Research Organisation Netherlands
Special Sensor Microwave
Shared Socio-economic Pathway
code de SURFace EXternalisé
Modèle d’évaporation
Soil Wetness Index
Surface Wave Investigation and Monitoring
Données d’observations issues des messages 			
internationaux d’observation en surface
schéma interactif d’aérosols
Terminal Aerodrome Forecast
Total Carbon Column Observing Network
Town Energy Balance
TEMps Significatif (aéronautique)
Temperature-Humidity Infrared Radiometer

TIROS
TRIP
TRL
TSM
UERRA
UK
UMR
UTC
UTLS
VAAC
VIIRS
WASP
WIRE
WMO/UNEP
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Television InfraRed Operational Sounder
Total Runoff Integrating Pathways
Technology Readiness Level
Températures de Surface de la Mer
Uncertainties in Ensembles of Regional Re-Analyses
United Kingdom
Unité Mixte de Recherche
Temps universel coordonné,
Haute Troposphère Basse Stratosphère
Volcanic Ash Advisory Centre
Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite
Wave-Age dependent Stress Parameterization)
Winter Risks for Energy
World Meteorological Organization / United Nations 		
Environment Program
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National Meteorological Research Centre
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Snow Research Centre
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